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Nota: The following abstracts are reproduced in the form in which they have been submitted by the participants; no 
editing work has been undertaken.

P. Ajithprasad
The Harappan Settlement Plan and Shikarpur, Gujarat

Recent excavations (2008 -2013) at Shikarpur, a Harappan site in Kachchh, revealed a settlement plan 
slightly different from other Harappan sites in the region. The site, dominated by a massive fortification 
wall enclosing an area of 1.00ht, has a large open space at the center. Structures in different periods of 
occupation at the site were built around the open space that probably was used for both civic and economic 
activities. This peculiar planning went out of use only in the Post-Urban phase. Excavations around 
the central open square have revealed structural remains of both dwelling places and household craft 
production dealing with semiprecious stone beads, shell bangles and Rohri chert blades. These findings 
are significant in the absence of evidence showing extensive craft activity for understanding the mainstay 
of economic production at the site. Equally important in understanding the economic production is the 
association of regional cultural traits from North Gujarat and Saurashtra in the artefact remains along 
with the Classical Harappan. They point out the significance of regional interaction in the development of 
an effective Harappan production network in Gujarat. It is necessary to view this development in terms 
of raw material procurement and distribution of finished craft products along with the spread of new 
technologies of production. The excavation has also revealed an outer fortification about 45m away from 
the inner one showing that the site had the usual Harappan bipartite layout. A comparative study of the 
artefact remains from within and outside the inner fortified area shows some distinguishable patterns in 
their distribution. This also allows us to examine the data from two distinctly segregated units within an 
integrated space for assessing their potential in articulating variation in economic and social activities in 
the Harappan context.

Manuel Albaladejo Vivero
Aristobulus of Cassandreia: a technician at the court of 
Alexander the Great

Aristobulus was one of the most important writers who took part in the expedition of Alexander the 
Great. We do not know much about his life, but his main concern during the expedition was to work as a 
technician for the commandments ordered by Alexander. He was in charge of reconstructing the tomb of 
Cyrus the Great at Pasargad, and his lost work was amply used in Arrian ś Anabasis.

Felix Jacoby gathered all the fragments related to Aristobulus’ work; thanks to them and to other 
passages in Arrian’s work, it is possible to reconstruct the main lines which underlie in his image of 
Alexander and his expedition. 

Aristobulus was not only interested in technical issues, such as buildings and bridges; he was highly 
interested in issues related to Geography, such as the rainfall in India, the exotic Indian flora and fauna, the 
Indus’ delta, as well as an interesting comparison between the respective weathers of Egypt and India.

Another topic which arrested this author was Indian society. Aristobulus wrote about the suttee or 
ritual burning of widows. The famous Indian sages were also present in his work: he saw two of them who 
ate standing beside Alexander and then both sages gave the king a lesson in self-restraint in suffering.

Perhaps one of the most important aims which Aristobulus had in writing his work was that of 
flattering the figure of Alexander the Great. The most outstanding victories of the king were depicted, 
as well as his determination in solving special situations, such as the cutting of the Gordian knot or the 
journey to the Siwa oasis. Aristobulus also praised the king’s love successes and stated that Alexander did 
not drink alcohol for pleasure, but for camaraderie.

In my opinion, the figure of Aristobulus has been overshadowed by other Alexander’s historians, such 
as Nearchus and Onesicritus. The fragments of Aristobulus’ work are not as impressive as those contained 
in the works of the aforementioned historians, but Aristobulus was considered a trustworthy author in 
antiquity and the data he offered has been really valuable to understand the personality and deeds of 
Alexander the Great.
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Marta Ameri
Replicating Monsters: Analyzing the Mythological Imagery of the 
Harappan World in Light of Recent Scholarship on the Monstrous

In recent years, scholars have begun to pay increasing attention to the monstrous images represented 
in the art of ancient societies. Their studies attempt to understand the ways in which these “counter-in-
tuitive forms” spread as well as the role that they played in the belief systems and organization of these 
cultures. Like many of its contemporaries, the iconography of the Harappan world includes a number of 
monstrous characters and mythological scenes that have to date defied interpretation. 

This paper applies the models provided by recent scholarship on fantastic and mythological creatures 
in antiquity to the iconography of the Harappan world by taking as a starting point David Wengrow’s 2011 
study of monstrous imagery in the Bronze Age. In his article, Wengrow points out that in Mesopotamia 
and Egypt most of the imagery that depicts the monstrous is found on seals, tablets, or other mold-made 
elements. For him, this “mechanical reproduction of counter-intuitive forms” is a reflection not only of 
the pervasiveness of these images in the visual landscape of Bronze Age cultures, but also of increasing 
religious codification as societies become more settled and hierarchical. The fact that these images are 
found primarily on seals and other objects that are generally associated with elites who control economic 
and material resources seems to confirm these conclusions. 

The unique nature of the evidence from the Harappan world as well as the lack of textual sources 
means that any discussion of the role of monstrous imagery as a representation of religious authority 
or elite power calls for an examination of the available material on various levels. This paper begins by 
analyzing the differences between the imagery on the seals – which tend to have a single iconic image but 
can be used multiple times – and on the molded tablets – which are more likely to have narrative imagery 
and reflect a single use of an image-producing technology. It then goes on to analyze the find spots and 
contexts of artifacts which depict “counter-intuitive forms” in order to map the correlation between the 
repetition of these forms and the loci of elite/political power. 

Numan Anwar & Fawad Khan
Vandalism of Gandharan Buddhist Heritage in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 
Pakistan

The present Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province of Pakistan, the Ancient Gandhara and the holy land of 
Buddhism is known to the world due its rich cultural and Archaeological heritage. Starting from the last 
two centuries till date, the researchers always have shared their new experiences and added new chapters 
to the Socio-political and Art history of Gandhara. 

However, the recent sectarian wars and natural disasters in the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province not 
only disturbed the daily life of the inhabitants but also have threatened the Archaeological heritage of the 
region very seriously. The illegal diggings, smuggling and the lack of sufficient knowledge about the archa-
eological significance of the important Gandharan sites have urged the art historians to take necessary 
steps for highlighting the importance of the most important archaeological sites through seminar, extension 
lectures and workshops etc. in order to produce awareness among the society.
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Serena Autiero
Indian Iconography as Agent of Cultural Globalization in the Indian Ocean 
Network

This paper focuses on the spread of Indian elements in South Arabian art. A new artistic language 
arose in South arabia in the period of greater development of transoceanic trade with India. The adoption 
of foreign artistic elements can be read as an indicator of increasing external contacts, and as the output of 
a stronger presence into the trade and cultural networks of ancient Globalization.

The analysis of some bronze statues and figurines reveals very interesting details on the adoption of 
Indian forms in South Arabian art. It is not only Gandharan syncretism that reverberates in South Arabian 
art as already pointed out; indeed, in some examples the position, clothes style, and headdress are remini-
scent of late Mauryan and Shunga art.

In some bronze figurines there are iconographic elements derived from that stream of Indian art 
exemplified also by the yakshi of Didarganj. This is a clear hint of the diffusion of artistic models in the 
Indian Ocean trade network.

Since the period of the second urbanization, the Ganga Valley was linked to the ports along the west 
coast of India; this link increased till the Shunga period, when Vidisha (nowadays Besnagar in Madya 
Pradesh) became the new capital. This city is located along the old trade route that linked the Ganga 
plain to the west coast. The Gangetic area opened its way to the Indian Ocean since the 5th-4th century 
B.C. establishing then trade contacts both with South Arabia and the Arab-Persian Gulf. Two settle-
ments among the Indian ports on the west coast are also known from the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea: 
Barygaza and Sopara.

In South arabian art the Hellenistic period counts iconographic elements not hellenistic. Hellenism 
in the East is a centrifugal and centripetal koine, indeed it absorbs autochthonous characteristics, also 
from peripheric areas, and at the same time it radiates outward their re-elaboration. Moreover we need to 
keep in mind that it is not only Hellenism the artistic link between those distant areas. Indian Ocean trade 
routes are crossed not only by goods but also by art as agent of cultural globalization.

Hans Bakker
An enigmatic figure from Kalanjara

All over the Kalanjara Hill we find carved into the rocks an image of a figure carrying two buckets on 
a yoke (vihamgika or `bangy’), but none of whose iconographic details are exactly the same. Two of these 
images are connected with an inscription, chiseled into the rock, reading: samadhigata-pancamahasab-
dasamanta-sri-vasantah; `The illustrious Minister Vasanta, who has obtained the five great titles.’ 

It is not clear who this minister Vasanta is and what his connection is with the carrier or with 
Kalanjara. It may be questioned whether this Vasanta is a historical person. The paper will present the 
evidence and will give some suggestions to solve the riddle. It is hoped that the audience may come up with 
some further ideas. 
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Bishnupriya Basak
Late Pleistocene microlithic industries in the Ayodhya hills, West Bengal, 
Eastern India: reconstructing a past use of landscape

Microlithic technologies have been linked with modern human origins, dispersals and emergence 
of more complex human behavior. The antiquity of these technologies in the Indian sub-continent has 
been pushed back recently to 48 000 BP and 35 000 BP in securely dated sites from western and southern 
India respectively. Prior to the recent dating of two sites from the Ayodhya hills no absolute chronology 
existed for these industries in eastern and north eastern India where such industries have been found 
in abundance in different clusters of sites/localities. An intensive exploration program covering five field 
seasons was undertaken in the pediplain of Ayodhya hills in Purulia district, West Bengal that yielded rich 
localities of microlithic industries. A select site was excavated and section scrapings were done at a few 
others for a multi-disciplinary study of the context. These sites have been dated by OSL dating technique 
indicating a Late Pleistocene chronology of ~30 000 BP. The sites have been grouped into four zones on the 
basis of their location to natural features, total extent of each and assemblage. The objective is to under-
stand whether the past populations exhibited any special preference to particular locales in the landscape. 
The hills and rocky outcrops in the pediplain emerge as nodes of attraction as majority of the sites are 
located in the foothills and in the vicinity of the outcrops. Ethnographic studies of rituals venerating the 
hills and landscape and emphasizing their symbolic significance were undertaken. Continuity between the 
past and the present is not being argued for as oral tradition of these rituals goes back to only about 500 
years. Ethnography is invoked to highlight landscape as a culturally constructed phenomenon, constituted 
by human dwelling, shaped by human choice and preferences. The importance of this project lies in the 
absolute dating of sites and a holistic study of a past culture, coming from a region about which very little 
systematic knowledge was available so far. 

Chandreyi Basu
Pastoral Imagery in Mathura art

That the early cultural identity of Mathura was strongly defined by local pastoral tribes and their cults 
(e.g., the Vrishni Viras) is well known from studies on Vaishnava iconography (Srinivasan, 1997). Textual 
evidence also points to complex networks of pastoralists operating in Mathura, eastern Rajasthan and 
Gujarat creating strong ties throughout this area (Thapar, 1989). The nature of pastoral / rural imagery in 
Mathura art and its interface with urban lifestyles, however, remains largely unstudied. My paper examines 
the ways in which representations of pastoral themes (livestock, hybrid goat- and ram- headed deities, 
narratives in forest settings, water resources) and symbols in stone and terracotta sculptures changed from 
the Sunga to Gupta periods in the context of emerging urban lifestyles. A broader question that my paper 
sets out to answer is to what extent sites located on Mathura’s southwestern periphery, such as Sonkh, may 
have functioned as nodes of transmission for pastoral imagery. 

My presentation focuses on analyzing the imagery on railing pillars found largely at Bhutesvar and 
Kankali Tila but also other sites in the region to ask what forms of pastoral imagery might have been 
associated with urban clientele and whether these images and symbols might reflect conflicting lifestyles 
among pastoralists, farmers, and city dwellers. Did cities and extra-urban institutions (such as monasteries 
and temples) clash over natural resources, in particular water and to what extent does the art reinforce an 
urban/rural dichotomy? Evidence from coins and inscriptions is correlated with visual evidence and the 
railing pillars of the Sunga period stupa at Bharhut are used for comparative analysis. 
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Durga Basu
A Study of Sadasiva images in the art of Bengal- Traits and Problems

Ancient Bengal (both West Bengal and Bangladesh) had produced a number of images of Sadasiva 
in stone and Sadasiva impressions on the seals of copper plate grants of the Sena rulers of Bengal. These 
images are considered as a marker of a unique icono-plastic art tradition which developed during ninth / 
tenth centuries to twelfth/ thirteenth centuries A.D. 

Sadasiva images are remarkable for their high and abstruse philosophy. It is believed that the 
whole philosophy of Suddha- Saiva school of Saivism is manifested in the Sadasiva images. The sculp-
tures of Sadasiva in stone and their depictions on the copper seals attached to the copper plate grants are 
distinguished by their own characteristics and they show two parallel stylistic trends in the same period. 
While appreciating the stylistic representations of these images it is found that manifestation of different 
concepts and techniques applied for artistic persuasion might have helped to idolize the form and style. 

The concept of Sadasiva is associated with Tantrik belief and the lord is known as one of the five 
mahapretas. Saiva agama texts consider Sadasiva as the highest and Supreme Being who is beyond the 
comprehension. It is important to note that Sadasiva images are always found with ten arms having 
different attributes. Five faced lord represents five elements. Most interesting aspect of the lord Sadasiva 
is his representation in Ardhanariswar form which is a rare composite form found in the seal depiction.

The present paper will highlight these two artistic trends i.e., the sculptural art and the glyptic art of 
Sena rulers, through the images of Sadasiva.

Susmita Basu Majumdar
Salt in Early India: Gleanings from Archaeological and Epigraphic Sources 

Salt, an essential commodity, is known in various forms like coastal salt, rock salt, medicinal and 
other scientific salts. This paper intends to explore salt making, salt trade and its distribution in Early 
India (up to 1200 CE). The most interesting factor is the availability and making of salt in the coastal 
areas and their distribution or trade from accessible to the most remote and inhospitable regions in the 
inland zone. In the ancient and early medieval Indian context salt production was a monopoly of the king 
or the landlord. There are many references to salt dealers, the lona/ lavanagahapati and the nemaka-
vanija in epigraphs. The rich salt dealers were prosperous enough to offer substantial patronage to cultural 
activities, including the gift of Buddhist relic casket and extending patronage for the establishment of 
Brahmanical temples. In case of land grants we often find the immunity factor attached (parihara) i.e. 
not to be dug for salt, as lavanakaras i.e. salt-pit or salt mines were property of the state. The traders and 
dealers of salt as represented in the texts and inscription portray a very interesting trade network and 
hierarchy of influential merchants or traders (sreshthis) and itinerant small scale traders i.e. sarthavahas. 
This paper attempts to explore salt making or production in the coastal areas through an ethnographic 
study. This will be limited to the coastal regions of the east i.e. Bay of Bengal. Apart from coastal salt, 
an overview of the salt from Sambharlake in Rajasthan and the Salt Range in Pakistan will be given. 
Other aspects related to salt will also be explored such as the use of salt as synonym for loyalty and also 
for depicting beauty with comeliness, charm and grace (lavanya). Attempts to understand the social 
context of salt, the purity and impurity factors associated with rock salt and coastal salt respectively 
will be made. No comprehensive work has yet been done on salt in the early Indian context, this paper 
attempts for the first time to present an overview of salt related issues and claims to remain: ‘True to Salt’.  
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Jennifer Bates, Cameron A. Petrie, & R.N. Singh
Agriculture in Indus Villages: the emerging picture of rural agricultural 
and subsistence practices during the urbanisation and de-urbanisation of 
the Indus Civilisation in northwest India

Our understanding of Indus agricultural systems has traditionally focused on remains from the city 
of Harappa and several sites in Gujarat. There has been little investigation of rural practices outside these 
areas and the subsistence strategies of small village sites during the rise and fall of the Indus Civilisation 
has not yet been explored in great depth. Based on evidence from Harappa, wheat and barley dominate, 
with few millets until the Late Harappan period and rice being introduced in the Late Harappan period. 
Beyond Harappa, millets are hypothesised to dominate in Gujarat, but there is little understanding of other 
non-core regions, and the Harappa model has often been assumed for these areas. However, perceptions 
are in the process of changing and Weber et al. (2010) have suggested that there is considerable variation in 
regional practices. This paper presents new archaeobotanical data from five village sites in the north-east 
of the Indus region excavated by the Land, Water, Settlement Project. While wheat and barley are present, 
millet, rice and tropical pulses have also been identified from the Early Harappan levels through to the 
Painted Grey Ware period at several of the sites. In addition, the proportion of these crops varies from 
village to village, suggesting that rural strategies may have differed because of a wide range of factors from 
local-scale environmental dynamics to social demand. The results of these studies suggest that village sites 
need further exploration and need to be incorporated into models of Indus agricultural strategies. 

Swati Biswas
Mrigavat: An illustrated document of Pre Mughal India

The present paper will try to look into the illustrated manuscript of Mrigavat at the Bharat Kala 
Bhavan, Benaras Hindu University, India. The manuscript has two hundred and fifty three illustrations in 
the pre Mughal style of North India of the Jaunpur-Delhi belt. 

The story of Mrigavat is interesting since it canvas the social norm of medieval India which is in 
struck contrast to the general understanding of medieval history constructed in the colonial period. The 
document helps in constructing gender history which otherwise has very little source. It revolves around 
a romantic tale of a princess, Mrigavat. The general notion of conservative society with very little space 
for women and their minimum public presence is shattered. In contrast it is a document which proves 
how the notion of freedom was an integral part of the feminine world. The illustrations support these 
arguments with much clarity.

The illustrations are in the matured Chaurapanchasika form which evolved from the late fifteenth or 
early sixteenth century India. The characters depicted in the illustrations portray the social strata to which 
they belong. The natural postures give certain notion of movement to the depiction.

The detail of ornament and architecture also hints at the professional skill of the artist of the period. 
One has to remember that these trained artists later moved to the Mughal atelier from these areas and with 
these acquired skills of this. Thus the manuscript is also important as an indigenous source of pre Mughal 
art form of India. The characteristics may not be found in the well laid out work of early Mughal period but 
nevertheless it give the idea of the existing form of painting in the 16th century India. The folk component 
of the illustrations is also interesting to note.

The illustrated manuscript of Mrigavat is also fascinating because of the script that is used for narration. 
The local Kaithi language which prevailed before the formation of Hindi and Urdu was used for it.

Thus the paper will try to analyze the above aspects through its analysis of the manuscript.
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Osmund Bopearachchi
Two important Andhra sculptures from in Sri Lanka

The aim of this paper is to discuss two important reliefs belonging to the Andhra School of art found 
in Sri Lanka recently thus adding to the growing body of archaeological evidence indicating a brisk inter-
course between the Buddhists of Sri Lanka and their co-religionists in the Krishna valley. The first is one 
of the best preserved reliefs depicting the story of Prince Nanda following the Buddha with the latter’s 
begging bowl in the hands to the Park of Nigrodha, leaving behind his bride Princess Janapada Kalyani. 
The second relief depicts the events took place during the first seven weeks immediately after the Sambodhi 
of the Budhha Gautama. Looking at its style, and taking into consideration the hard lime stone used for it, 
it is quite possible that it was made in Andhra and brought to the island by a pious trader or a monk like 
many other pieces of this type found in the island. The relief was found broken into two. In spite of its bad 
state of preservation most of the scenes can be identified. The scenes depicted on this relief enable us to 
answer many questions concerning the contradiction between the literary and artistic evidence. According 
to the Mahāvastu and the Lalitavistara the Buddha spent seven weeks after his enlightenment near the 
Bodhi tree and four weeks according to the Vinaya-Piṭaka. Sri Lankan artists of the later periods preferred 
to depict particularly on mural paintings seven weeks and the sculpture under discussion dating back to 
the IVth or the Vth century of the Common Era is the oldest document confirming the popularity of this 
version in the island. Furthermore, this relief shows very clearly as attested in the Mahāvastu during the 
second week, the Blessed One having arisen from his Lion seat, in joy and happiness stood without eating 
for a second period of 7 days regarding the Bodhi Tree in unblinking gaze.

Olivier Bordeaux
Coinage, monograms and chronology of Menander I in the light of a 
die-study

Menander I holds a truly special place in the heart of Central Asia studies, for very many reasons. 
While his coinage is numerically the most important among the Indo-Greek kings, it represents no less 
than 57 monograms and 38 different series of coins according to Dr. Osmund Bopearachchi’s counting 
in 1991. Our own research adds up several new series and monograms, whether unpublished or unused 
in preexisting series. As with the study of the Diodotids’ coinage we presented 2 years ago in Paris at the 
EASAA conference, our corpus is mainly based on auction-sold coins on the occidental art-market, which 
originates from looted hoards and fortuitous finds in Afghanistan and Pakistan from 1990. 

We added to this corpus several unpublished hoards documented and photographed by Dr. Osmund 
Bopearachchi in Pakistan in the 1990’s: Bajaur (1993), Mian Khan Sanghou (1993), Siranwali (1993), 
Rhotak (1994), Sarai Saleh (1994), Wesa (1994). Our whole corpus thus sums up to more than 2,000 coins. 
We followed the same methodology as for the Diodotids’ coinage for Menander’s, which is a die-study. It 
consists of a systematic comparison of all coins of the same denomination – obverse and reverse – in order to 
distinguish the style of the different engravers and to associate different monograms linked by the obverse.

The coinage of Menander I finds his particular importance in the transition between uninterrup-
ted-legend coins (1h-11h) and interrupted-legend coins (9h-3h and 7h-4h) on the obverse (Greek legend) 
and reverse (kharoshti legend). This transition is closely linked to Eucratides I’s coinage, especially his 
20-staters issue (series 4) and the adaptation of the position of the legend.

Our currently ongoing research focuses on this evolution, which we will give detail of the progressive 
steps. Did the war started by Eucratides the usurper affect Menander I’s coinage and how? We will try 
to show what consequences the multiplicity of monograms have, depending on which type of coins they 
appear, and their relations to the location of hoards find spots.
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Laurianne Bruneau & S.B. Ota
‘Gateway to Central Asia’: the Nubra from prehistory to history. Results of 
the first campaign of the Indo-French Archaeological Mission in Ladakh

Created in 2012, the Indo-French Archaeological Mission in Ladakh (state of Jammu & Kashmir, 
India) is a cooperation project between the Archaeological Survey of India and the EPHE/CRCAO in Paris. 
After an introduction to this four-year project and its objectives, we propose to present the results of the 
first campaign conducted in September 2013.

The mission focuses on the Nubra, the northernmost area of India, and therefore of Ladakh region. 
The role of the Nubra as a gateway between the northwest of the Indian subcontinent and Central Asia, 
especially the Tarim basin, is well known for modern times. Preliminary surveys conducted there between 
2006 and 2011 revealed a variety of remains ranging from Prehistory to the Medieval period. Among those 
are hundreds of petroglyphs thematically and stylistically linked to central Asian images of the Bronze and 
Iron Ages attesting to the antiquity of contacts with the steppe world. Encouraged by these discoveries, 
the mission aims now to apprehend these links overtime in establishing a chrono-cultural sequence of 
the Nubra.

We will present the results of ground, geomorphological and geophysical surveys as well as material 
study conducted in 2013 at Tirisha. This site is highly representative of the mission with lithic tools, rock 
art and funerary remains as well as Buddhist and fortified ruins spread over a rocky spur sheltering a 
lake and surrounded by a sandy plain. We will see how these vestiges can throw light on the contacts with 
Central Asia from the Neolithic to the introduction of Buddhism. For instance, we may mention a large 
ruined stūpa surrounded by a walled courtyard which finds parallels in the monuments of Khotan. To 
conclude we will address the issue of the location and importance of Tirisha over time.

Frédérique Brunet
Lithic traditions in Central and Southern Asia during the Chalcolithic 
period (4th-3rd mill. BCE): Sarazm (Tajikistan), a key-site between steppes 
and oases

The agropastoral settlement of Sarazm in the valley of the Zeravshan River (Tajikistan), is dated 
to the Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age (4th-3rd millennia BCE); it is considered as a precursor of the 
Oxus Civilization (or BMAC). The archaeological material suggests the existence of contacts with different 
cultures from both Central and South Asia, respectively with Neolithic and Chalcolithic cultures from 
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Altaï and Siberia (Kel’teminar, Namazga II-III, Afanas’evo), 
and with Chalcolithic and Early Bronze Age sites from Indo-Iranian borderlands (Iran, Afghanistan, 
Baluchistan, Pakistan). This phenomenon is already described mainly on the basis of ceramic studies, 
even though the presence of these various components at a same site is not clearly explained. Thus, 
Sarazm represents one of the most striking cases of this phenomenon, and it can be taken as a revealing 
site combining features from two broadly opposite geocultural domains, steppes and oases. This paper 
aims to get a better understanding of the setting up of these interactions and their development over a 
long period, considering a category of archaeological material which has received little attention for this 
topic: the knapped lithic industry. The techno-typological analysis of this material at Sarazm, conducted 
in the frame of the renewed studies by the French archaeological mission MAFAC in collaboration with 
the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan, leads us to define four traditions we suggest to link with different 
chronological or cultural Asian contexts: microblade tradition using pressure technique; blade and bladelet 
productions by mainly indirect percussion; flake debitage and small arrowheads complex; big bifacial 
pieces and leaf-shaped points fashioned by pressure technique. Then, we extend the study to other Central 
and Southern Asian sites, in which we recognize similar traditions at different periods―most notably 
in Tajikistan (Ak-Tanga, Tutkaul, Kangurttut), Afghanistan (Pri-Amudarya sites, Aq-Kupruk, Darra-i 
Kalon, Mundigak), Uzbekistan (Ajakagytma, Beshbulak, Ljavljakan, Tuzkan sites, Dzhanbas-Kala, Kavat, 
Zhukov), Turkmenistan (Jalangash, Geoksijur, Altyn-Depe, Ulug-depe), Iran (Shahr-i Sokhta), Baluchistan 
(Mehrgarh) and Pakistan (Sindh sites, Rahman Dheri). This survey lays the bases for a reconstruction of 
the main chronological stages of lithic traditions from the Epipaleolithic/Mesolithic up to Early Bronze 
Age in this area and allows considering the “geographical mobility” of some lithic traditions during these 
periods and the evolution of their sphere of influence. 
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Gudrun Bühnemann
Tantric Iconography in the Mohan Courtyard in Kathmandu’s Old Royal 
Palace

The sections of Kathmandu’s old royal palace (Hanumandhoka) dating from the Malla period have 
long been strictly off-limits to the public and inaccessible even to scholars. They were described in Gautam 
Vajracharya’s book ”Hanumandhoka rajadarbar”, published in 1976 in Nepali, but have remained unstudied 
and undocumented in photographs. In early 2012 two courtyards became accessible to the public: (Man)
mohan (also called Mohankali) courtyard and Sundari courtyard. In this talk I will provide an overview 
of important artwork in the Mohan courtyard. I will specifically focus on the sculptures of Tantric deities 
in the sunken stepped fountain built by King Pratapamalla (r.1641-74) in 1652 and on problems of their 
identification.

Marion Carnis
From Narrative to Iconic Picture: When the Image Becomes a “Pictogram”

This presentation is part of wider research dealing with the evolution of Rāma and Rāmāyaṇa’s icono-
graphy in the Vijayanagara Empire. Indeed, the Vijayanagara Empire corresponds with the period when 
Rāma, the avatāra, changed in status to become one of the main deities in the Hindu Pantheon. The Vijay-
anagara Empire offers a supposedly well-defined area in space and time to examine this phenomenon. My 
corpus includes not only monuments located in Hampi but also provincial temples throughout the Empire’s 
territory. The lack of research on provincial temples which exists even today in the study of the Empire 
allows me to present a work on relatively unknown monuments in this paper.

When I began working on this subject, one of my first observations was that pictures linked with 
Rāmāyaṇa became more and more stereotyped over time. Narrative cycles were largely abandoned in favor 
of what I would call ‘iconic’ pictures, which become a kind of ’pictograms‘. This is the issue that I will 
examine in this paper, focusing on the widespread image of fighting Hanumāna – a perfect model of the 
process, in that its evolution from narrative cycles to iconic figures is clearly noticeable. 

I will first show how the changes occurred, step by step. Then I will examine this ‘iconic’ picture 
and its variations to determine its fundamental features. I will also examine the relation which may exist 
between ‘iconic’ pictures and texts. Because this iconographic type is only one among many, I will also offer 
additional examples of iconographic types showing the same trend. 

This process of stylization is particularly rewarding because it reveals a lot about the changes of 
perception with regard to Rāma and his entourage. Showing how the conceptual changes are visible across 
the changes in artistic presentation is precisely the point of my work.
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Megha Chand Inglis
Audacious alterations: a native sthapati responds to the illustrations of the 
Archaeological Survey of India

The Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), the colonial surveying and conservation agency established 
in 1861, sought to ‘represent the subjects architecturally’ through highly stylised, ‘complete and trustworthy’ 
illustrations (Burgess, 1903). Their reliability was predicated on accurate on-the-spot measurements of 
ancient monuments and relics. While much has been written about the transformation of architectural 
objects into antiquities through systematic and accurate mapping, propelling them into global circulation, 
little is known about the Survey’s relevance in native regional spheres. How was this visual archive received 
by those temple makers whose architectural lineage was being mapped through scientific measurement 
into a “history” of Indian architecture? 

This paper is concerned with the ways in which hereditary temple makers from Gujarat – the 
Sompura community presently engaged in the construction of Hindu, Jain and Sikh temples across the 
globe - negotiated new contexts of modernity in the early 20th century. Its focus is on a critical moment 
of production, when in 1939 Shilpashastri Narmadashankar Muljibhai Sompura published his ingeniously 
illustrated Gujarati compilation Shilparatnakara, making full use of visual material from the Architectural 
Antiquities of Northern Gujarat: more especially of the districts included in the Baroda State by James 
Burgess and Henry Cousens (1903). The appropriation of this material was marked by several audacious 
alterations by the author, giving the ASI drawings a new plastic quality transforming them into a conduit 
for live practice for a highly localised context where history and myth intersected in unprecedented ways. 
By paying attention to this aspect of re appropriation, the papers brings new light into the innovative and 
unapologetic practice of the Sompuras, as well as inter - textual and plastic readings of the “history” and 
“tradition” of temple architecture.

Brad Chase, David Meiggs, & P. Ajithprasad
Pastoral Landscapes of the Indus Civilization in Gujarat as Revealed by 
Biogenic Isotopes

The Indus Civilization (2600-1900 BC) in Gujarat, India is characterized by a series of small, yet 
monumentally walled settlements located along trade and travel corridors. The manufacture and use 
of typically Harappan material culture demonstrates that many residents of these sites were specialists 
who participated in exchange and interaction networks that linked them to distant Indus cities. Less is 
known, however, regarding the ways in which the residents of these sites were situated into their local 
landscapes. Archaeological faunal remains represent a direct interface between human societies and their 
physical environment and thus have the potential to provide powerful insights into these issues. Here, 
faunal analyses are combined with a consideration of biogenic isotopes (of strontium, carbon, and oxygen) 
in the tooth enamel of domestic animals to explore issues of herd mobility, diet, and environmental condi-
tions at a variety of Indus settlements in the region. Our findings reveal the ways in which the residents of 
different types of settlements used their local landscapes to produce the domestic animals crucial to their 
lifestyle while establishing the empirical baseline necessary for further investigation of how these land-use 
practices changed with the emergence and decline of the Indus Civilization.
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Sharmistha Chatterjee
Gods, Goddesses and Kings: Re-evaluating the contexts and representa-
tions of the Bishnupur Temples, Bankura; West Bengal

Bishnupur is the capital of Mallabhum, one of the prominent ‘Bhum’ territories which emerged during 
the fifteenth-sixteenth centuries of the current era as one of the chief semi-independent principalities of 
the south western part of Bengal. It is mainly under the patronage of the Malla rulers of Mallabhum, 
that Bishnupur experienced an all-round prosperity and had become a great centre of art, architecture, 
paintings and classical music. From the reign of the 49th king Bir Hambir, the Rajas started acknowledging 
the religious tradition of Gaudiya Vaishnavism within their domain. Malla kings took a great initiative to 
popularize Gaudiya Vaishnavism and the impact was felt in the emergence of a number of ‘Ratna’ forms 
of temples with the marvelously embellished terracotta panels that emerged from the late sixteenth/early 
seventeenth century. The narrative form of the plaques helped in communicating the central subject to the 
newly converted populace and to articulate particular Gaudiya view-points. In creating compelling visual 
sequences, and facilitating viewing from large public area, the temples assisted in physically anchoring 
the new devotional community and giving it a visual corpus for contemplation. However, the depiction of 
the local goddesses on the terracotta panels makes the study more interesting thereby indicating that even 
within this newly formed ‘Vaishnaivite milieu’, the original religious ideology was never abandoned. 

The present paper attempts to re-consider these temples as a part of the ‘archaeological record’ which 
provides important clues in unraveling the cultural landscape of the area. The author seeks to identify the 
religious and the political contexts in which these temples emerged and suitably functioned as the visual 
canvas for representing power and construction of identity. The varied representation of the divinities and 
possibly of the royal authority gives a new dimension to the temples which remains hitherto unexplored 
and undocumented. The discussion attempts to go beyond and uncover the minds that were involved in 
establishing these temples and producing a rich and multilayered phenomenon associated with them. 

F. C. Conesa, A. Balbo, M. Madella, B. Rondelli, C. Lancelotti & P. Ajithprasad
 A matter of scale: a geoarchaeological approach to Holocene archaeology 
in semi-arid areas (North Gujarat, India)

Within the framework of the North Gujarat Archaeological Project (CaSEs-MS University of Baroda), 
here we present a multiscale geoarchaeological approach that aims at understanding the social and environ-
mental mechanisms that have shaped the semi-arid alluvial plains of N. Gujarat, India. 

North Gujarat offers ideal settings for the study of long-term socio-ecological dynamics using a geoar-
chaeological and remote sensing based approach. Being one of the driest regions in India, Gujarat is strongly 
sensitive to changes in Indian Summer Monsoon precipitation patterns. Present day landscape, although 
highly anthropic, has preserved geomorphologic features closely related to past human settlements, such 
as relict sand dunes and interdunal floodable areas. However, population expansion, economic growth and 
development in Gujarat has increased over the past 60 years, resulting in a large and expanding industrial 
sector and urban settlements, a high impact from mechanized agricultural means and the construction of 
large networks of infrastructures (e.g. irrigation canals). In this environment characterised by a generally 
poor archaeological preservation these landscape modifications has produced changes in soil management 
strategies that are accelerating taphonomical processes, further reducing archaeological visibility and 
hampering preservation. 

In this study, synthetic aperture radar (SAR), multispectral (LANDSAT, ASTER) and historical 
(CORONA) satellite imagery have been used to expand at the regional level the location of geomorpholo-
gical and geographical features (e.g. well-preserved dunes) and to direct field surveys. At the local level, 
geoarchaeological soil samples from dune-interdune surface sediments have been analysed. Our results 
suggest a good correlation between Mid-Holocene settlement patterns and the distribution and extension 
of seasonal floodable areas, opening interesting inroads to study settlement distribution and resources-rich 
spots in semi-arid areas.
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Michele Degli Esposti, Dennys Frenez & Jonathan Mark Kenoyer
Indus Interaction with Interior Oman: New insights from the Early Bronze 
Age Stone Tower ST1 at Salut

Excavations of the Bronze Age Tower ST1 near the site of Salut (Bisyah) have brought to light a variety 
of artifacts that indicate the possible presence of Indus individuals or communities in the interior of 
central Oman during the second half of the 3rd millennium BC. This evidence provides support for similar 
discoveries from excavations of towers and graves in Bat, and suggests that the interaction between Indus 
communities and interior Oman is much more extensive than previously thought. This paper will present 
an overview of Tower ST1 and the analysis of an Indus style stamp seal made from local chlorite and of 
several Indus style pottery vessels found during the excavation of ST1 since 2010.

The seal has the standard Indus motif of a short horned bull with head lowered to a feeding trough. It 
has five Indus script signs above the bull and a pierced boss on the back. SEM analysis of the seal carving 
and stylistic analysis suggest that this seal was carved with Indus technology, while the fact that it is made 
from local chlorite found only in Oman indicates that it was manufactured somewhere in Oman by an 
Indus trained seal carver.

In addition to the seal, numerous Indus style pottery vessels have been discovered, including distin-
ctive black-on-red painted vessels with Indus motifs and single ridge cooking pots that are characteristic 
of the Harappa Phase in the Indus Valley (2600-1900 BC). The discovery of cooking pots indicates that 
whoever was using these vessels needed to cook food with Indus style vessels. This information suggests 
that actual Indus people were living in interior Oman. Future studies need to be undertaken to determine 
the nature of their presence and their role in the overall culture of this region.

Aurore Didier & Anne Bouquillon
Characteristics and evolution of the painting techniques on 4th-2nd 
millennium BCE ceramics from Kachi-Bolan and Kech-Makran regions 
(Balochistan, Pakistan)

This paper presents recent results of archaeometric studies performed on paintings of ceramic 
vessels and few other artefacts from Pakistani Balochistan (sites of Mehrgarh, Nausharo and Pirak in 
the Kachi-Bolan region; ‘Dasht plain’ sites, Miri Qalat and Shahi-Tump in Kech-Makran). The main 
questions addressed in the research program carried out in the C2RMF laboratory (Paris, France) were 
focused on the regional variability in the raw materials, fabrics and painting processes used by the local 
craftsmen from these two regions since the beginning of the 4th millennium BCE until the middle of the 
2nd millennium BCE.

The analysed painted material includes a selection of polychrome pottery related to distinct 
stylistic traditions (Togau bichrome, Kechi Beg, Mehrgarh polychrome, Makran IIIa bichrome, Dasht 
polychrome…), but also samples of various fine monochrome ceramics and of Indus civilization pottery. 
Several methods (among them: ion beam techniques, SEM-EDX and Raman spectroscopy) were used to 
point out the similarities and differences of each production, to determine the evolution of painted decorative 
techniques in time and possible technological interaction and transfers. For comparative studies, we also 
analysed a little sampling of monochrome and polychrome ceramics discovered at Amri (Sind, Pakistan), 
at Mundigak (southern Afghanistan) and at Sarazm (Tajikistan) in 4th and 3rd millennium BC contexts.

First data show that red paints are very homogeneous, as yellow ones. On the other hand, white and 
black paints allow distinguishing different groups and various pyro-technological know-hows. These 
results will be discussed and compared with those already published.
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Daniel Ehnbom
The Meanings of Format in South Asian Painting

Scholars have discussed the formats of Indian manuscript paintings in a fairly straightforward way, 
generally simply citing the vertical format of the Islamic codex in contrast to the indigenous horizontal 
format of India, at times implying a sectarian Islamic, Hindu or Jain significance to the choice of format. It 
is the contention of this paper that in the 15th to 17th centuries the choice of format by an artist had little 
if anything to do directly with sectarian categories, but did have very specific meanings and implications 
determined by a range of factors, including subject, the illustrative traditions associated with specific texts, 
and the lack of such traditions for certain other texts. It examines the adaptation of the horizontal format 
within the overall vertical format of the typical Mughal manuscript and the implications of this for under-
standing stylistic sources for Mughal painting, and examines also the significance of format choices seen 
in pre-Akbar period painting and in Rajput styles.

Dennys Frenez, Gianni Marchesi & Massimo Vidale
Integrating cultures: Seals with Harappan Motifs and Cuneiform 
Inscriptions

The paper presents the archaeological and philological analysis of three seals, two stamp seals and a 
cylinder seal, bearing iconographies related to the glyptic production of the Indus (or Harappan) Civilization 
and cuneiform inscriptions. The acquisition of new, more detailed physical and digital reproductions of 
these seals by means of inert resin impressions, high-resolution photographs and 3D laser-scanning models 
allowed the authors to carry out a thorough analysis of the iconographies and the carving techniques used 
to made the seals in question, and to propose new, more accurate reading of the inscriptions. The combined 
results of the iconographic and linguistic interpretations, along with the analysis of the manufacturing 
techniques, suggest different possible scenarios involving the presence of individuals from the greater Indus 
Valley settled in Mesopotamia during the second half of the 3rd millennium BCE and gradually integrating 
into the local cultural environment, but still maintaining traits of their original culture.
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Marion Frenger
Unfolding petals, expanding earth: an aspect of lotus symbolism in South 
Asian art

Among the countless symbols in South Asian art and literature the lotus flower is one charged with 
a particularly wide range of different meanings. In public perception the interpretation of the lotus as a 
symbol of purity is particularly popular; other aspects of lotus symbolism are far less known. This paper 
will examine the lotus as a symbol of the earth as represented by the lotus that grows out of Viṣṇu’s navel or 
held by one of his hands. Spanning the period between the 5th and 12th century CE the paper will discuss 
different manifestations of this facet of lotus symbolism in South Asian religious images, especially stone 
and metal sculpture, and in other artefacts. Including relevant literary sources and relating the South 
Asian findings to contemporary material from mainland Southeast Asia it shall furthermore attempt to 
map the spread of the concept of the lotus as a representation of the evolving earth and will explore how the 
results of such a study can help to identify and define spheres of cultural and intellectual exchange within 
and beyond South Asia. 

Charusmita Gadekar & P.Ajithprasad
Lithic Assemblage Variation during the Holocene Gujarat

Study of lithic assemblages consisting of more than 13,000 tools and nearly a hundred thousand lithic 
debitage from five dispersed sites in Gujarat provides important information regarding the spread and 
development of Harappan civilization as well as other regional Chalcolithic cultures. The sites are dated 
from 8th to 2nd millennium BCE and are spread over fifteen hundred square kilometers. They include 
Loteshwar (Mesolithic-Anarta site), Pithad (Mesolithic-Sorath Harappan site), Datrana (Early Harappan 
site), Shikarpur and Bagasra (Urban Harappan sites). 

Till recently the crested guiding ridge technology had been associated with Urban Harappan period 
and it was hypothesized that it spread as the civilization developed. New data shows that the crested guiding 
ridge technique was introduced during beginning of the third millennium BCE at Datrana and later was 
found to have been the technique followed at major Urban Harappan sites such as Bagasra and Shikarpur. 
At the same time quartering technique which was dominant during the Mesolithic period at Loteshwar 
and Pithad continued during the Chalcolithic habitation levels found at the same sites. The Chalcolithic 
period at Loteshwar has been dated earlier than the Chalcolithic remains at Datrana and thus the use of 
quartering technique during both the periods shows continuation of the tradition. The Chalcolithic period 
at Pithad, however, is contemporary with Urban Harappan period and here it was found that crested ridge 
technique was not exclusively adopted. This shows that the cultural and technological diversity which can 
be seen in India even today has very deep roots. 
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Kaushik Gangopadhyay
New Archaeological Research in Coastal West Bengal: Changing 
Paradigms.

The paper attempts to situate recent archaeological research conducted by the author in coastal West 
Bengal. The research attempts to move beyond the simple descriptive approaches towards archaeological 
record that continued to be largely driven by texts. There have been virtually no systematic archaeological 
explorations or excavations in this region, which is of very recent geological age (mid-late Holocene) and 
thereby buried archaeological record that begins with the early historic period (c. 2000 BCE). The author, 
has been pursuing systematic surveys around already reported archaeological sites along the ‘Medinipur’ 
coast in West Bengal, the easternmost state of India at the head of the Bay of Bengal and excavated an 
extensive ‘port’ site of Bahiri, belonging to the present state of our knowledge to the early historic period 
(c. 2000 BCE) 

The above paper, although regional in its immediate scope, addresses larges issues concerning the 
archaeology of early historic period in South Asia. First and foremost, the focus in South Asian early 
historic archaeology continues to be straddled with ‘urbanization’ and the data is generally gleaned from 
North Indian Gangetic plain. The regional ramifications of the urbanization process are desideratum. Of 
late, excavations at Sisupalgarh in Odisha, Mahasthangarh in Bangladesh and also at Anuradhapuram in 
Sri Lanka are shifting the focus towards regions outside the Gangetic plains. Coupled with this are explo-
rations conducted in parts of peninsular India. These are surveys are regularly bringing forth interesting 
data on early historic settlements and settlement patterns. Secondly, the archaeology of Indian coastal 
zone continues to attract attention from scholars largely because of the persistence of the archaeology of 
trade network spanning the Indian Ocean region. These issues are addressed in this paper following explo-
rations and excavations by the author. 

This paper is a report of a case study of systematic archaeological research in a hitherto neglected but 
much discussed region of coastal West Bengal. Archaeological sites have been found in varied landforms 
such as inter-tidal zones, alluvial plains and sand-dunes. The correlation of the data thus generated throws 
certain engaging conclusions on the regional nature of urbanization and trade networks in early historic 
South Asia. 

J.J. García-Granero, C. Lancelotti, M. Madella & P. Ajithprasad
What’s in the Thali? Holocene plant-related subsistence strategies in North 
Gujarat 

This paper aims at analysing plant-related subsistence strategies at three Middle-Late Holocene archa-
eological occupations in North Gujarat: Loteshwar, Datrana IV and Shikarpur. Loteshwar and Datrana 
IV were recently excavated within the North Gujarat Archaeological Project (NoGAP). These occupations 
have revealed deposits dated ca 2500-2200 calBC (Loteshwar) and ca 3300 calBC (Datrana). Shikarpur 
has been excavated by the Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, M.S.U. Baroda, since 2008.

Samples analysed include plant macroremains (charred grains and seeds) recovered through a syste-
matic floatation strategy, plant microremains (phytoliths and starch grains) from loose sediment samples 
and plant microremains recovered from grinding stones. Samples analysed for this study were collected at 
Shikarpur, during the 2012 field season, from habitation contexts from Phase 2 (2200-1900 BC). Samples 
from Loteshwar and Datrana were collected in 2009 and 2010 and cover the entire chronology of these 
occupations.

Results show that the inhabitants of North Gujarat exploited mostly kharif crops, such as small 
millets and pulses, whereas rabi crops, such as wheat or barley, were only occasionally consumed. Other 
plant exploited includes tubers, sedges and some fruits. This implies that the economy in this area during 
the IV-III millennia BC was probably based on a double-cropping system ensuring plenty of plant food 
resources during the entire year. The analysis of three different types of occupations (a Harappan urban 
settlement – Shikarpur; a pastoral top-dune occupation – Loteshwar; and an ephemeral workshop for lithic 
tools manufacturing – Datrana IV) allows us to evaluate differences/similarities within the economies of 
different human groups.
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Bruno Genito
Building no 3 of Dāhān-i Ghūlāmān, Eastern Iran (Sistan): an Achaemenid 
religious puzzle?

It is particularly noteworthy that after 50 years from its excavation, building no 3 at Dahan-e 
Ghulaman in Sistan (Iran), still arouses differing evaluations of its apparently complicated nature and 
function, cultural affiliation and chronological collocation as well. These issues can be summarized as 
indicators of the following aspects:

1. The solemn and collective celebrative character of the building; 
2. The ideological-religious cultic ground; 
3. The attribution both to the Achaemenid time and dynasty!

Although the religion of the Achaemenid period or even the same fire cult and ritual practices followed 
or less by that Iranian dynasty did never really have an archaeological concrete reply. Building no 3 at 
Dahan-e Ghulaman is rightly or wrongly, always called into question as a discriminating factor to affirm 
or less certain distinguishing features of the cult practices of the time. The Archaeology of the Achaemenid 
time, to which that building is more or less related, is still living its adolescent stage, and does not seem 
to break free from the chains and nodes of an important, though binding, and tradition of the  Iranian 
studies. What is more, however, every time scholars are in front of this issue often neglecting that the 
building has never been totally published. In such a controversial issue, whose bearing elements are:

1. The fire cult of the Achaemenid dynasty;
2. The religion of the Achaemenid time in a peripheral eastern area;
3. The unpublished archaeological excavated building, mostly reliable to an ideological ritual sphere, 

There is no need both to blindly adhere to the enormous interpretative potential of the field archa-
eology on one hand, and, to slavishly follow the textual information derived from the direct old Iranian 
and the indirect (Greek, Roman etc.) sources. Already the preliminary observations of 60s of last century, 
the building, as within the site as a whole, presents, at least, two chronological phases, distinct, but related 
to each other, where, however, the size and the architectural floor plan offered not a few food for thought 
for an earliest dating to the sixth and fourth centuries BC. Before going into the details of some of archi-
tectural, planimetric and ritual aspects, which is worth stopping more than it has ever been done in relation 
to building no 3, it is necessary to address other questions which is not secondary in the particular aspect 
of the building in question, and that, in my opinion, contains and summarizes all the reasons for and those 
against its correct of typological, functional and maybe even chronological interpretation.

Dahan -i Ghulaman in Sistan constitutes a cultural point of view, an element of strong discontinuities 
and simultaneously of continuity. The first is given by the urban character of the remains that are unpre-
cedented in the area, with the sole exception of protohistoric Shahr - i Sokhta, to c. 40 km northeast, and 
the second by the massive use of traditional material of construction, adobe, respecting the traditional 
ritual of a community of pre-or Zoroastrians. The presence of a particular ritual inside building no 3, since 
the beginning interpreted as connected to the cult of fire, is evidence of an initial codifying ideological 
Zoroastrian belief, probably being spread on the territory of Iran.
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Suchandra Ghosh
Looking at one of the contexts for the popularity of Avalokiteśvara and 
Tārā images on the Buddhist Sealings/Votive tablets from Eastern India 
and Bangladesh

Clay images from moulds or seals often with the “ye dhamma” verse, popularly referred to as Buddhist 
creed, stamped on it along with representations of various Buddhist deities are found in many Buddhist 
sites in South Asia. These are known as sealings or votive tablets. These tablets apart from being a source 
of merit could also be studied from the perspective of different motifs, art styles, and its use in society 
as a ritual object and formed a significant aspect of Buddhist interactions across Asia. Among the deities 
represented, it has been observed that Avalokiteśvara and Tārā gained primacy in Eastern India and 
Bangladesh. Now the question is why were these two deities so popular? One of the reasons could be that 
during the 2nd half of the first millennium the compassionate Bodhisattva inspired much of Asia. This 
essay would argue that with compassion their visualization as the protector of the mariners also perhaps 
played an important role.

 We have the famous anecdote of Fah-sien where he narrates how Avalokiteśvara, emerged as a 
rescuer when his ship was in the midst of deep peril and an impending shipwreck on his way back from 
Sri Lanka to China. Is it possible to suggest that in some cases votive tablets could also perform the role 
of an amulet for monks and merchants in the sea? Like Avalokiteśvara, goddess Tārā is among the favou-
rites with regard to votive tablets in South Asia. Her presence in the coast can be related to the Ashtạma-
hābhaya aspect of Tārā. The iconography of Ashtạmahābhaya Tārā could be seen represented at Ratnagiri 
in Orissa which could be dated to late 8th or 9th century CE. On the lowermost left panel one can clearly 
discern a wave tossed boat and people appealing in desperation to Tārā. Another iconographic conception 
of Ashtạmahābhaya Tārā is green and has eight arms, corresponding to the number of perils from which 
she offers rescue. The coastal sites of Bangladesh abound in votive tablets representing Tārā with eight 
arms. With comparative examples from Sri Lanka and Peninsular Thailand the essay would highlight that 
the context of worship of these two deities is also embedded in the maritime voyages by Buddhist monks 
and merchants across Asia during 2nd half of the first millennium.

Laxshmi Greaves
A Series of Figurative Terracotta Plaques from the Gupta Period Śiva 
Temple at Ahichhatra, Uttar Pradesh

During excavations carried out at the ancient fortress city of Ahichhatra (Uttar Pradesh) in the early 
1940s, fragments belonging to a series of eleven large terracotta plaques were found on the upper terrace 
of a monumental Gupta pyramidal brick temple platform. Most of the plaques depict themes related to the 
god Śiva: for example, in his aspect as a husband, a huntsman, a yogi, a beggar, and in his terrific form 
as Mahābhairava or Vaṭukabhairava. In their execution, the plaques range from the delicate and skilful 
to the somewhat coarse and clumsy. Regardless of variations in aesthetic appeal, all are of interest to 
scholars as they represent early - or sometimes even the earliest - surviving visual depictions of myths 
from the Mahābhārata, the Skandapurāṇa, and other sources. Although incomplete, this is the largest 
extant collection of figurative panels from a Gupta period Śaiva temple, and thus is of considerable impor-
tance. Much of the iconography here is relatively obscure, and in this paper I will, where possible, offer a 
new and hopefully more accurate reading of the plaques. Moreover, the plaques will be situated within the 
context of the Śaiva monument, the site, and Gupta period temple sculpture in general. 
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Praveena Gullapalli & Shinu Anna Abraham
Investigating the Production Landscapes of Southern Andhra Pradesh

Excavations in South India have yielded significant numbers of iron and glass artifacts from a variety 
of contexts. These varied and prolific consumption patterns seem to indicate that these items played 
an important role in early South Indian societies. However, we know little about how and where these 
artifacts were produced, and especially what relationships, if any, there existed between these and other 
technologies. Here we present the results of the first two seasons (in 2013 and 2014) of a survey project, 
entitled Production Landscapes of Southern Andhra Pradesh (PLSAP), investigating the organization 
of various technologies – especially glass and iron production practices – in southern Andhra Pradesh, 
along the Swarnamukhi River Valley. Survey revealed a variety of sites, some with significant pyrotech-
nological evidence. The variation among and within these sites indicates a complex production landscape 
comprised of multiple technologies, including but not limited to iron and glass production, and highlights 
how fruitful an explicit focus on identifying and documenting production evidence can be. The spatial 
patterning of production evidence allows us to begin identifying possible communities of craft-workers 
and the relationships between them. The range of production debris also allows us to begin constructing a 
“typology of waste” that will enable us to compare regional technological traditions. Future research will 
include further survey and also excavation so that we can focus on further delineating the geographic and 
chronological patterning of production practices in order to better understand such inter-relationships.

Nadeesha Gunawardhana
The Trade and the Traders as depicted in Epigraphy in Ancient Sri Lanka

Hereby, my attention is focused on the study of the monetary transactions in the Anurādhapura 
period which runs from the 6th B.C. to 1017 A.C. In order to understand the nature of the internal trade of 
the Anuradhapura period, the inscriptions are found from the places such as Vilbavehera, Bambaragas-
talawa, Peripuliynkulama, Situlpawwa. 

The best inscription that can be taken into consideration during the study of the nature of the internal 
trade of Sri Lanka is the Baddula pillar inscription, which belongs to the reign of king III Udaya or IV 
Udaya. This particular pillar inscription was found by, Mr Jone Belli, a deputy British agent in the year 
of 1857, within close proximity to the reservoir of Sorabora, which was around three miles from the East 
of the Mihiyangana Dageba. It has been inscribed that the trade had been practiced in a town by the 
name of “Hopitigamuwa”. The prologue of the inscription states that the traders and the dwellers had 
submitted a petition on the malpractices done, to the king Udaya, during an official visit to the Mahiy-
angana Dageba. With reference to the Badulla pillar inscription, it is said, that those days the scales 
had been used in order to measure the grain. According to the Badulla inscription, it is understood that 
the bulls had been used for the transportation of goods. According to the Moragoda inscription, both 
buffalos and the bulls had been used.

There existed a system which is similar to that of the present day banking system in order to deposit 
money and grain, and this particular financial institution is introduced as “Niyamatana”. The inscriptions 
of Thonigala and Labuatabedigala clearly provide with further information.
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John Guy
The Buddhas’ of Queen Mangalahamsika – unlocking Gilgit’s role in 
defining the Buddhist art of 7th century north-western India

Awareness of the existence of the Gilgit kingdom of the Patola Shahi was only established with the chance 
discovery in the 1930s of the only surviving Buddhist library in antiquity, in the ruins of the monastery nearby 
Gilgit, in today’s northern Pakistan. The dynasty’s history has been reconstructed from these birch bark 
and palm-leaf manuscript records by a number of Sanskrit scholars, most notably Prof. Fussman (Paris), Dr 
Lokes. Chandra (Delhi) and Prof. Oscar von Hinueber (Freiberg). The latter scholar has pioneered research in 
linking the names of rulers, and their queens, to donor inscriptions on religious imagery. His pioneering work 
in this field has led to the re-attribution to a series of important 7th and 8th century Buddhist icons, which 
were previously attributed to either Kashmir or Swat and are now securely identified as the commissions of 
royal donors of the Patola Shahi clan.

This paper builds on these epigraphic studies, arguing that through a diagnostic examination of the 
corpus of 7th century metal images, the stylistically innovative role of the Gilgit workshops can be defined. In 
so doing, this approach calls for a reassessment of the relationship of the three principal schools of Buddhist 
art in this region at this time, Swat, Gilgit and Kashmir. It is argued that the metalworking artists of Gilgit 
played a seminal role in shaping style in the Buddhist art of the 7th century northwest. Further, these innova-
tions contributed in ways not fully defined to date in establishing a trans-Himalayan style in this period.

Muhammad Hameed
Gold Girdle from Pattan (Kohistan): A Glimpse of Scythian art in Gandhara

Among innumerable antiquities discovered from Gandhāra and its cultural peripheries, gold girdle from 
Pattan, Kohistan is exceptional and incomparable in character. The find is valuable not only for precious 
metal but also equally significant for the sophisticated iconography, rarely visible in Gandhara. It has 
striking resemblance to general Scythian artistic traditions regarding technical and iconographical 
representation. The girdle exhibits excellent example of animal imagery. The proposed paper intends to 
provide comprehensive account of this important find by making stylistic and iconographical analysis. 
The investigation interprets subject matter of the girdle with reference to its counterparts among rest of 
the Scythian finds all around the world. This wide perspective has revealed large number of evidences 
from Eurasian steppes, falling between Siberia and Black Sea, sharing similar properties. The paper 
also explains certain problems related to the study of this peculiar find. Some important interpretations 
regarding possible use of the gold girdle have also been mentioned. 

Results of the investigation help us in understanding meaningful contribution of the Scythians in 
art history of Gandhara. We can establish strong cultural and artistic relationship between Scythians 
and people of Gandhara. For instance elements such as animal imagery, jewellery, and necklace of Bodhi-
sattvas seem to follow Scythians traditions. Keeping in view substantial scope of study in this field, we need 
to analyze how much Gandharan art was benefitted during time period of Scythians. The gold girdle under 
observation indeed provides strong base for the proposed investigation.
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Adam Hardy
Resurrection the forgotten temple city of Ashapuri

The temple remains at Ashapuri, under the protection of the Directorate of Archaeology, Archives 
and Museums, Govt. of Madhya Pradesh, testify to a flourishing city during the Pratihāra and Paramāra 
periods, and an important cult centre with continuous activity in temple construction from at least the 9th 
to 12th centuries. Through unknown causes, all of the temples have lain in total ruin for centuries, and the 
fragments of twenty-six monuments at the principal site have attracted attention only in the last few years. 
This paper is based on the findings of a current project funded by the World Monuments Fund, aiming to 
make theoretical reconstructions of the temple designs and to develop a conservation strategy, potentially 
involving actual reconstruction of some of the shrines. The gigantic jigsaw puzzle that the project repre-
sents proves to be a matter not only of piecing together individual temples, but also of filling in some crucial 
passages in the architectural history of central India in the medieval period.

It will be shown that the earlier temples at the site illustrate the florescence of the mainstream, 
post-Gupta, Nagara tradition of the region, exhibiting a proliferation of architectural parts and experi-
mentation with the use of miniature śikhara forms as compositional elements. The site also bears unique 
witness to the emergence, around the turn of the 11th century, of a new temple form or ‘mode’, the Bhūmija. 
Favoured by the Paramāras, the Bhūmija form appeared as if it had been invented, rather than having 
evolved gradually, an impression reinforced by a markedly different style, in terms of moulding shapes 
and ornamental detail, from the established Nāgara schools. This style has Deccani affiliations, and its 
creators had a notion of Drāviḍa temple architecture, as illustrated by some fascinating ‘Drāviḍa’ details 
Ashapuri. On stylistic as well as geographical grounds it is clear that it was from Ashapuri that the majority 
of masons must have been drawn to work on a vastly more monumental scale at nearby Bhojpur. The paper 
will conclude by relating the architecture of Ashapuri to Bhoja’s ambitious royal temple and his work on 
Vastuśāstra, the Samarāṅgaṇasūtradhāra.

Jason Hawkes
The Elephant in the Room: Archaeology and the Early Medieval Period in 
India

The period from the mid first-millennium to the early second-millennium C.E. (commonly referred 
to as the early medieval period) witnessed a number of societal developments throughout South Asia. In 
various places, and at different times, the geopolitics, nature of kingship, social hierarchies, religious insti-
tutions and economic networks (both domestic and international) underwent significant transformation. 
Together, these developments are generally accepted to mark the transition from the earlier ancient period, 
and laid the foundations for many of the cultural traditions that we recognize in India today. Yet, despite 
their importance, many of these developments are understood in only the most general of terms. They are 
approached and studied at the broad level of ‘the state’ and religious institutions, and tend to be examined 
with reference to their economic dimensions. In many respects, this is due to the ways in which thinking 
about the period has developed in historical scholarship. Central to which have been big questions about 
the meaning of ‘the medieval’, and, more fundamentally, the role of archaeology in that study.

This paper will explore these issues, and review the current state of archaeological research on the 
early medieval in India. Far from archaeology being a ‘hand-maid to history’, as has been suggested for the 
study of other historical periods, it will be demonstrated that the early medieval is not examined archaeolo-
gically at all. This absence of archaeological research affects the interpretation of the societal developments 
that took place in a number of ways. Arguably, it both underpins all current limitations of understanding, 
and is the main impediment to future progress. Following this, new directions in the archaeological study 
of the early medieval period will be suggested with reference to the results of new research that involves the 
re-examination of excavated material from settlements in Gujarat. This will demonstrate the potential of 
archaeological evidence for understanding urbanism and international trade (two major lacunae in current 
historical understanding); and highlight the need for a materially derived picture of the period as a whole. 
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Julia A. B. Hegewald
Pādukās: Venerated foot imprints in the Jaina art of India

This paper will examine sacred footprints (pādukās) in the art of the Jaina community in India. Foot 
imprints of enlightened teachers and gods are honoured by most religious groups in Asia. There are Buddha-
pādas, Viṣṇu-pādas and the revered footprints of Mary and the Prophet Muhammad. The particular appeal of 
venerating depictions of feet lies in the inherent contradiction that feet are considered impure in Asian cultures. 
The feet of an enlightened teacher or divine being, however, are believed to be so much purer than mortal 
beings that one touches the feet of these lofty creatures with reverence and by acknowledging one’s own spiritual 
impurity. In Vīra-Śaivism, devotees venerate the wooden shoes of deceived saints, also known as pādukās, 
which are displayed on their simple graves.

Footprints are particularly widespread and popular in Jainism and the presentation will show the earliest 
Jaina foot imprints in the art of Mathura and trace their development over the centuries. The height in their 
popularity can be found during the time of Muslim occupation in the north of India, as the footprints were 
evidently considered non-figural by the incoming Islamic forces and were usually spared, whereas many statues 
of Jinas were desecrated and destroyed. But what are the Jaina foot imprints really? Are they symbols of an 
absent presence, do they show the last contact of the feet of saints with the soil before enlightenment or are they 
in fact figural in so far that they show part of a body? Most pādukās are in actual fact not imprints but positive, 
high relief forms, refashioning the soles of feet and toes. 

Another fascinating dimension of Jaina pādukās is that they offer both major groups of Jainism, Śvetām-
baras and Digambaras, the opportunity to venerate the same objects. With statues this is not possible, as 
Śvetāmbaras clothe and adorn their images, whilst Digambaras only venerate naked unadorned icons. Foot 
imprints have a close relation to figural representations, but they are abstract enough not to show sectarian 
divisions. As such, pādukās represent a bridge between the diverse groups of Jainas as well as between different 
world religions. 

The present paper will examine the widespread appeal of depictions of footprints and their varied 
meanings. The paper will present so far unpublished, current research material from recent fieldwork carried 
out in a number of Indian states.

Brett Hoffman
Copper/Bronze Metallurgy at Harappa (3300-1700 BC): A Preliminary 
Model

 The Indus Civilization site of Harappa has a long occupation sequence starting at 3700 BC (Ravi 
Phase) and lasting until around 1700 BC (Late Harappan Phase). Copper and bronze metallurgy was an 
important material component at the site throughout this entire time period. There is evidence for the 
import of copper minerals, ingots, and finished objects, as well as evidence for local manufacturing. The 
metallurgical technology and metal objects present at Harappa demonstrates that metal producers and 
the elites who potentially controlled these crafts developed and maintained complex social, political, and 
economic networks for thousands of years.

In addition to aiding in the reconstruction of production methods and the role of metal in social 
hierarchies, copper is an ideal material in the study of trade networks. The results of recent isotopic and 
chemical analyses of copper and bronze objects that demonstrate how Harappa was interacting with a 
variety of adjacent regions in order to obtain copper raw materials. The results indicate that Harappa 
was participating in multiple interaction networks to procure copper raw materials. These materials were 
then employed in distinct alloying patterns by copper producers in order to fulfill different social roles. 
Alloying patterns may have been driven by the social role of the object rather than strictly functional 
parameters. 

Copper was employed to fashion objects that articulate with all aspects of life. Copper and copper 
alloys at Harappa were used as both utilitarian tools and as objects of personal display. An analysis of 
the alloying patterns reveals that copper smiths at Harappa were employing different manufacturing 
practices for different types of metallurgical products. Objects that would have played a significant role in 
signalling status and membership in social groups were fashioned from specific copper alloys. In contrast, 
items that would have been used in more utilitarian ways were made from a generalized group of copper 
alloys. The data from Harappa has been used to develop a preliminary model of Indus copper technology 
and raw material acquisition that contrasts with other contemporaneous regional cultures. 
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Regina Höfer
Photographer Lala Deen Dayal: Documenting Hyderabad 

The lecture focuses on a spectacular and unpublished photography album by Lala Deen Dayal (1844-
1905) consisting of 35 albumen prints in excellent condition and traces its circumstances of production. 
Besides a few standard pictures from Deen Dayals stock documenting “The Views of HH the Nizam’s 
Dominion” the album is composed of photographs taken exclusively on the occasion of the imperial visit of 
the Austrian Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria-Este to Hyderabad. Several new original sources from 
Indian and Western archives and the family descendents still operating in Secunderabad until now recount 
his meeting with the 6th Nizam Mahbub Ali Khan from 24th to 26th January 1893. These three days are 
the Archduke’s most important contact with an Indian ruler and were full of unforgettable, highly praised 
events from an elephant procession, midnight dinner, to the famous rupee-shooting competition between 
the two aristocrats. However, as ‘Special Photographer’ to all kinds of celebrities or viceroys Deen Dayal 
photographed many other tours, hunting expeditions, military exercises and social affairs including events 
of the British high society jetset showing the Jewel in the Crown as a natural part of the international 
empire of cosmopolitanism. The lecture will also trace these similarities and the repertoire of forms 
Deen Dayal developed. 

Thus once more, photography during the British Rāj sheds light on a facet of the colonialist and 
imperialistic past which illustrates the reception of India in the West and vice versa. 

Ken Ishikawa & Eiko Uehara 
Buddhist material culture on the western periphery in Gujarat and Sind: 
positioning Devnimori and Mīrpur Khās in the wider chronology and 
geopolitics of South Asia during the mid-first millennium AD

This collaborative project investigates the abrupt appearance of a certain type of shared Buddhist 
material culture at Devnimori in Gujarat and at Mīrpur Khās in Sind between c. 4th and 6th centuries 
AD. These two Buddhist monastic sites are dominated by their monumental stūpas richly decorated with 
distinctive religious imagery and iconographies. The comparable Buddha cult images in terracotta at both 
sites, for instance, reveal Pan-Indian Gupta/post-Gupta ‘imperial’ iconographies, that overlay yet distin-
ctive regional characteristics. A comparative study between Devnimori and Mīrpur Khās was initiated by 
Lohuizen (1976), and the others have also discussed them either individually or collectively (Williams 1982, 
Schastok 1985, Pal 2009). These previous contributions have shown that the Buddhist remains at Devnimori 
and Mīrpur Khās suffer from a lack of contextual evidence as to their spatiotemporal position. Our primary 
object, therefore, is to interdisciplinary allocate the assemblages of Devnimori and Mīrpur Khās within the 
chronological and geopolitical frameworks of pre-Gupta, Gupta and post-Gupta South Asia.

We propose to establish a chronological sequence of Gupta/post-Gupta artifacts, often regarded 
as the imperial markers of ‘the Gupta horizon,’ that also extended to Devnimori and Mīrpur Khās. The 
dated Buddhist/Jain/Hindu cult images from both Gupta/post-Gupta heartlands and peripheries, even 
covering the Western Ghats and the Kathmandu Valley, provide us with key substantial dates. Non-Gupta 
regional iconographic features at Devnimori and Mīrpur Khās, including the controversial reminiscence 
of Gandhāran influences on them, also help us redefine the notion of ‘the Gupta horizon.’ We also aim to 
conceive the geographical unit of Gujarat and Sind by mapping out the pre-existing geopolitics of Gujarat 
and Sind, the distribution of square-platform stūpas or Kharoshthi materials, or historical geography. Our 
overall perspective allows ourselves to conceptualize the multi-layered significance of regional Buddhist 
material culture in Gujarat and Sind during the mid-first millennium AD.
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Shreekant Jadhav
The Mumbai group of rock-cut caves: A geoarchitectural Approach

The geological set up of Mumbai Island shows some of the most significant phases in the history of 
Deccan volcanic episode in Peninsular India and had attracted attention of several geologists in the past. 

The area under study is mainly represented by basalts and their differentiates ranging from ultra-
basic to pyroclastic. Majority of the rock-cut caves under study like Kanheri, Mandapeshwar, Jogeshwari 
and Kondivite are situated on pyroclastic/ agglomerates, ash-beds and amygdaloidal  basalts and occur 
in humid climate. Elephanta rock-cut caves are however situated on amygdaloidal and compact basalts. 
Rocks like trachyte, rhyolite and pitchstone also occur between Jogeshwari and Borivili. 

At Kanheri the volcanic agglomerates of the rock-cut caves are made up of elongated and sub-angular 
vesicular blocks of brown chert, trachyite, basalts and small pieces/fragments of yellowish to brownish 
hematite/limonite. The matrix of the agglomerate very much resembles to bauxite and sometimes it also 
shows fine banding and layers of volcanic ash. 

Kanheri, Jogeshwari Kondivite clearly shows strong influence of bad quality of rocks on cave archi-
tecture. Mandapeshwar shows strong influence of salt weathering due to closeness of the sea at one time. 
Elephanta cave, though on island in a marine environment has preserved masterpiece of sculptures mainly 
because of excellent quality of basalt (fine grained homogenous, without conspicuous joints, cracks). 

The present paper deals with geoarchitectural studies as well as anthropogenic factor of the Mumbai 
group of rock-cut caves. It shall also include:

1. Local geomorphology of the site.
2. Field and Laboratory characters of the rocks in which the caves and associated sculptures have  
 been carved. 
3. The interrelationship of cave architecture and the local geological features, i.e. petrological  
 characters, joint patters and the weathering intensity of rocks.

Shahnaj Husne Jahan
Excavation at Bhitargarh in Bangladesh 

Bhitargarh, literally the “inner fort,” is believed to be a ruined city of King Prithu. It is the largest 
fortified settlement in Bangladesh extending over an area of about 25 square km and located at Amarkhana 
union under Panchagarh Sadar police station in Panchagarh district, Bangladesh. Interestingly, the site is 
transnational because portions of its outer enclosure on the north and northern parts of west and east are 
in Jalpaiguri district, West Bengal, India. Archaeological investigation has revealed that the site is enclosed 
within four concentric quadrangles created with earthen as well as brick ramparts. All quadrangles are 
surrounded by moats. There are ten ancient tanks including Maharajar Dighi on 53 acres of land. Excava-
tions have unearthed foundations of eight structural remains within the site those are roughly dated 
between 6th and 10th century CE. Findings include various types of red and gray ware sherds, pots, lamps, 
small bowls, terracotta beads and very few copper and iron objects. Excavations are focused to understand 
the climatic and social conditions for constructing and maintaining fortified settlements at Bhitargarh as 
well as site’s monumental system of earthen and brick ramparts, moats, large tanks those needed signi-
ficant political centralization, labour and materials for construction. Bhitargarh might have developed 
quite an ingenious structural feat for irrigation and cultivation by constructing stone dams. The impor-
tance of the site lay primarily in trade because of its strategic location on the overland and riverine routes 
connecting Tibet, Sikkim, Bhutan, Nepal, Assam, Koch Bihar and the regions of the middle and lower 
Ganga valleys. The findings of the site expected to shed significant light on the past cultural landscape of 
Bangladesh in particular and South Asia in general. This paper wishes to present the findings of Bhitargarh 
excavation from 2008 to 2013 and various activities conducted by us to enhance public education in the 
field of cultural heritage management, preservation and conservation.
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Gregg M. Jamison
New insights into Indus unicorn seal production: stylistic, metric, and 
technological approaches to variation in manufacturing techniques

As the primary medium of the Indus writing system, which has yet to be deciphered, inscribed steatite 
seals have been the focus of numerous studies over the past century, and continue to receive considerable 
scholarly attention today. This expansive and diverse body of research has provided new insights into social, 
political, and economic structures of the Indus civilization (2600-1900 BCE). This paper presents the results 
of my dissertation research, focusing on stylistic, metric, and technological analyses of published Indus 
unicorn seals in order to fingerprint groups of seals made in distinct workshops. Earlier experimental and 
ethnoarchaeological studies have resulted in the identification of numerous potential sources of variation 
among different artisans, including raw materials, tools, carving techniques, and individual carving styles 
and skills. Using these to model variation in Indus unicorn seal carving traditions, it has been possible 
to identify groups of stylistically distinct groups of seals through the combination of formal stylistic and 
metric analyses, as well as detailed studies of technological aspects of production. The distribution of these 
groups indicates that unicorn seal production was much more diverse than previously thought. At larger 
sites such as Harappa and Mohenjo-daro, there is evidence for highly variable seal manufacturing styles 
and techniques, thought to represent the products of different artisans and workshops. While some of 
this diversity likely represents change over time, current evidence indicates that at least some of these 
workshops and artisans would have been crafting seals contemporaneously. Evidence from other sites 
throughout the Indus, including unfinished seals and other manufacturing debris, site-specific or regio-
nally distinct carving styles, suggests that production was not limited to the larger urban centers. Taken 
together, the data indicate that although seal production may have been regulated by elites, it was not 
centrally controlled. This supports a decentralized or city-state model of social and political organization 
and control. 

P.P. Joglekar, Ravindra Nath Singh & C.A. Petrie
Animal Remains from the Late Harappan Contexts at Sampolia Khera 
(Masudpur I), Haryana, India

Masudpur I, locally known as Sampolia Khera is located at a distance of about 12 from the large 
urban site of Rakhigarhi. It was excavated under the Land, Water and Settlement project of the Dept. 
of Archaeology of Banaras Hindu University and University of Cambridge in 2009. The site revealed 
presence of the Early, Mature and Late Harappan cultural material. All the faunal material recovered from 
Masudpur I (Sampolia Khera) was examined (n=2118) using a standard protocol developed at the Archaeo-
zoology Laboratory of the Deccan College, Pune. The faunal material belonged to Early Harappan, Mature 
Harappan and the Late Harappan cultural phases in addition to mixed contexts. Mammals identified were 
cattle (Bos indicus), buffalo (Bubalus bubalis), goat (Capra hircus), sheep (Ovis aries), domestic pig (Sus 
domesticus), domestic ass (Equus asinus), nilgai (Boselaphus tragocamelus), blackbuck (Antilope cervi-
capra), four-horned antelope (Tetracerus quadricornis), spotted deer (Axis axis), wild pig (Sus scrofa), 
hare (Lepus nigricollis), mongoose (Herpestes edwardsii), wolf (Canis lupus), fox (Vulpes bengalensis), 
elephant (Elaphus maximus) and house rat (Rattus rattus). The non-mammalian species identified were 
peafowl (Pavo cristatus), carp (Catla catla), freshwater mussel (Lamellidens sp.), and freshwater gastropod 
species (Digoniostoma pulchella). 
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Penny Jones
Shifting rains and failing crops? An isotopic analysis of crop water stress 
and agricultural resilience in the greater Indus region, 3000-1500 BC 

This paper presents results from a novel and powerful approach to one of the central topics in Indus 
archaeology—the impact of climate change on agriculture in the Indus Civilisation. For many years, it has 
been hypothesised that climate change contributed to the decline of the Indus Civilisation by decreasing 
the water available for agriculture and thus undermining the sustainability and reliability of urban food 
supply. It has also been argued that climate change was central to key developments in Indus cropping 
patterns, principally the spread of drought-tolerant crops and a trend towards more resilient multi-
cropping systems. However, the role of climate as a driver of both urban decline and agricultural trends 
remains highly contested, with progress hampered by a lack of suitable data. Critically, to date, there has 
been no attempt to test the central tenet underlying both hypotheses: that climate change reduced water 
availability for Indus crops. 

Here, I present the results from a new means of investigating the role of water stress in the Indus 
region—stable carbon isotope analysis of archaeobotanical remains. In plants, the stable carbon isotope 
ratio acts as a proxy for plant water stress. This technique will therefore allow, for the first time, a direct 
test of the hypothesis that climate change affected the water status of Indus crops. 

I will use this method to test for increasing summer and/or winter crop water stress at several sites: 
Harappa, Masudpur I, Masudpur VII, Burj, Dabli-vas-Chugta, Mitathal and Tigrana. All except Harappa 
are small-scale Indus Civilisation settlements in the Rakhighari hinterland. These sites collectively span 
the range of the pre-urban, urban and post-urban Indus periods (c. 3000-1500 BC), and most span the 
critical period of 2200-2000 BC: given that several climate records suggest an abrupt shift in rainfall 
c. 2200-2000 BC, and that de-urbanisation began soon after, a particular focus will be to test for incre-
asing water stress over this period. Overall, the results will shed direct light on whether, how much and 
how consistently climate change affected agriculture, with important implications for understanding the 
resilience of rural and urban Indus agricultural systems. 

Katia Juhel 
An unexpected couple: a non-religious iconographic theme in Buddhist 
context 

In the representations of the life of the Buddha that may be seen in Gandhāran bas-reliefs, the same 
couple repeatedly appears on different occasions. Its characteristics and position are roughly the same, even 
though the role that the couple plays in the various scenes may be totally different.

How could we thus explain the fact that this couple, that for instance we are entitled to understand as 
Śākyamuni’s parents in one case, equally figures the prince and his wife in another? 

Through a careful study of iconographic and textual material, our presentation will be questioning 
the iconographic origin of the « couple-model », its relation with some textual traditions, further analysing 
whether or not, and to what an extent this model is appropriate in the large conspectus of the Buddha life cycle. 

This case could provide us with new elements that may concur, at least partially, to clarify the relation 
between secular and Buddhist iconography and also possibly contribute to a better understanding of the 
complex phenomenon of integrated-adaptation of Buddhism into the Gandhāran cultural environment. 
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Anne-Claire Juramie
Different aspects of the iconography of wooden temples from Himachal 
Pradesh

The proposed presentation draws on research undertaken in the past few years in order to depict and 
analyse the particularities of the architecture and iconography of traditional wooden temples in the Indian 
Himalayas. The aim is to present a specific analysis of what characterises the decoration of selected temples 
in Himachal Pradesh.

What are the iconographic themes? Have they been reproduced as identical with the classical reper 
toire of stone temples of the nagara type? Or on the contrary have they been locally adapted and reinter-
preted based on the original model?

Have other traditional art forms such as painting or contemporary stone and metal sculpting influ-
enced the decoration of these temples?

Have foreign elements from a non-Indian vocabulary been incorporated? 
And finally, have certain themes or motives emerged in this region and do they constitute elements of 

a local style common to these valleys? 
I will approach these questions through the analysis of several examples of wooden reliefs adorning 

selected temples in different valleys in Himachal Pradesh (in Chamba, Mandi, and Shimla distr.). 

Klaus Karttunen
A forgotten source about the ancient Indian Ocean trade

From the third century CE on, Manichaeism was a serious rival of the Christianity. Fight against 
Manichaeism was therefore an important theme in apologetic literature of the late antiquity. Among the 
arguments used, an attempt was made to make Mani’s doctrine to seem an unindependent compilation 
from earlier doctrines. The story is interesting, although obviously apocryphal. It presents a certain 
Scythianus, an Arab living in Egypt and involved in the eastern trade. Visiting India, he learned the 
doctrines of Brahmans. Back in Egypt, he wrote four books and took a man called Terebinthus as his pupil. 
After his death, Terebinthus started teaching his doctrine, claiming to be in fact the Buddha and to be born 
of a virgin. Later on, he took Mani as his pupil and after his death Mani published the books of Scythianus 
in his own name. I have discussed the story and its religious aspect in a still unpublished paper, this time 
I shall concentrate on the account of the eastern trade as given in the Haeretica of Epiphanius in late 4th 
century. It contains some interesting details, but has apparently never been mentioned in the histories of 
ancient trade.
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Vishakha Kawathekar
Conservation strategies for ruined temples: the case of Ashapuri,  
Dist. Raisen, Madhya Pradesh

The temple site of Ashapuri poses challenges for conservation, consisting of twenty-six temple bases 
in various states of states of preservation and around 5000 architectural stone fragments. This site needs 
to be protected and managed because of the high quality of its architecture and sculpture, and its impor-
tance for architectural history as evidence of developments in temple forms between the 9th and 12th 
centuries, including what may be the earliest known examples of the Bhumija type. Over years the site 
has been subjected to vandalism, and clearance of debris was not systematically documented. The World 
Monuments Fund is funding a project to develop a strategy for conservation of the site, in partnership with 
the custodians of the site, the Directorate of Archaeology, Archives and Museums, Madhya Pradesh. The 
work is being carried out by Cardiff University in collaboration with the School of Planning and Archi-
tecture, Bhopal, and associated professionals. This paper will address the organisational and methodolo-
gical issues faced by the project, including the multiple interests and perspectives of groups concerned, and 
challenges by political pressures, rooted in religious sentiments, for swift action to be seen.

It has been agreed that a conservation strategy requires the theoretical reconstruction of the temple 
designs. The paper will discuss this process, and the documentation of that is a necessary first step for any 
archaeological or conservation work. The conventional method of documentation would be to draw every 
fragment, but here the sheer quantity of fragments demanded alternative techniques. The method being 
employed involves photo documentation with critical dimensioning. Once the overall design of a temple 
has been worked out from the available fragments, trial assembly is being used to determine the precise 
positioning of individual pieces. Decisions can then be made as to whether complete or near-complete 
reassembly (anastylosis) of a given temple is feasible, or whether partial reassembly or some other form 
of meaningful display is more appropriate. The paper will conclude with a consideration of the further 
challenges likely to be faced at the implementation stage.

Jonathan Mark Kenoyer
Textiles and Fibers of the Indus Civilization: Archaeological and  
Experimental studies from Harappa and Chanhudaro

This paper will present the results of recent analyses of fibers and fiber impressions from the sites 
of Harappa and Chanhudaro. The studies from Harappa have been undertaken on fabric pseudomorphs 
preserved on copper/bronze tools and ornaments, as well as from the analysis of fabric impressions found 
on faience and terracotta objects. New analyses of fiber inside of steatite beads from the site of Chanhudaro 
have also been undertaken. The results of these studies confirm the earlier report of silk fibers used at 
Harappa as thread for stringing necklaces and as tassels for copper bangles. It also presents new infor-
mation on the use of silk to weave textiles, which demonstrates the early development of silk weaving in 
the Indus Civilization and in Early Historic South Asia. The analysis of the fibers inside of steatite beads 
from Chanhudaro, provide new insight into the use of cotton and possibly silk in the steatite microbead 
industry. Fabric impressions also provide new insight on types of weaving and qualities of fibers used for 
different types of production.

In addition to the archaeological data, the results of experimental studies relating to the spinning 
and preservation of fibers will be presented. Experimental studies relating to the production of different 
fibers using spindle whorls and spinning wheels has been undertaken to determine the thickness of fibers 
that can be produced using different techniques and fibers, and their relative strength. This has direct 
implication on the use of different fibers for different types of uses. A study of the preservation of textiles 
and their deformation through corrosion and charring has also been undertaken to better understand the 
types of modifications that fibers undergo after they are buried in the soil or are burned. These analyses 
help to clarify issues relating to fiber species identification and to the overall preservation of fibers archa-
eologically. The new insights from these studies of Indus textiles and fibers will be helpful for other studies 
of textiles in South Asia and other regions of the ancient world. 
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M. Ashraf Khan & Sundus Aslam Khan
New Discoveries: Rock Art and Inscriptions in Jammu & Kashmir

The Jammu & Kashmir region witnessed intense human activity through the millennia. Taxila 
Institute of Asian Civilizations has conducted archaeological survey in Jammu & Kashmir (Pakistan 
administered), the region located along the Silk route. During our recent archaeological explorations, we 
undertook comprehensive documentation of rock carvings, inscriptions and rock-cut sanctuaries, which 
are still preserved in good condition. These rock arts distributed vary sparsely into ten places. The rock 
carvings and inscriptions of prehistoric and historic period ultimately laid to spanning a new chapter in the 
early history of the region. These rock carvings depicted battle scenes, horse riding, geometrical patterns, 
cup marks, wild and domestic animals of varying sizes, hand prints, dancing scenes and inscriptions. 
These rock carvings were executed on large flat boulders and spanning probably up to 2nd millennium 
BCE to 4th-5th CE. Apart from rock carvings, interesting rock-cut sanctuaries were also documented at 
Khoi-Ratta and Kotli Saula. Similar rock-cut architecture has been discovered in different regions of the 
world and specifically in South Asia. These new sites are some of the most outstanding other known sites in 
Jammu & Kashmir, not only in quantity of rock art but also in their quality and variety of images.

Fawad Khan
A New Chapter in the Rock Art of Pakistan, South Asia

District Chitral, located between 71°12´ and 73° 53́  east longitude and between 35° 13́  and 36° 55´ north 
latitude, representing the north-western boundaries of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province, of Pakistan, is the 
most secluded region of the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Pakistan but is known throughout the world for its rich 
cultural heritage and scenic beauty. 

Petroglyphs have been reported from different regions of Pakistan especially the Northern Areas. 
Around 50,000 Petroglyphs and inscriptions are being documented by the Germen Expedition under the 
headship of Karl Jettmar, Dr. Dani, and Sir Herald Hauptman, in the Northern Areas of Pakistan. Recently 
Mr. Zulfiqar Kalhoro has documented a large number of petroglyphs at Dadu and Shakloi Dhoro (Nai 
Gaj) in Sindh depicting Human, Animals and Zoroastrian symbols. So far the case of District Chitral is 
concerned, Sir Aurel Stein for the very first time reported the Pakhtoradini and Charun rock carvings of a 
stupa and brahmi inscription, and rock carvings near Moroi. Later on, Dr. Nasim Khan of the University 
of Peshawar, Dr. Ihsan Ali and Muhammad Zahir of the Directorate of Archaeology and Museums, Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa, and Alberto Cacopardo reported some new sites. 

The current sites were documented at Mastuj and Yarkhun valleys located in the far northern regions 
of Chitral located close to the boundaries of Afghanistan, China and Tajikistan. These findings depicted the 
Humans, animals and hunting scenes. The study of their nature, making technique, their connection to the 
other sites and the present vandalism and threats to these sites will be discussed.  
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Rafiullah Khan
Sacrality continues- Socio-religious syncretism in Swat (Pakistan)  
and its manifestation in visual and oral traditions

It is now more than five decades that scholars are by in the fields of history, archaeology and anthro-
pology of Swat, Pakistan. Many historical problems have so far been answered and a greater number is yet 
to be solved. Moreover, some of them like the absence of sufficient evidence for the presence of Tantrayana 
Buddhism have been persisting as vital problems since the days of G. Tucci. Tucci was genius enough to 
understand the need of inter/multidisciplinary approach in this respect. Intangible folk heritage was also 
seen as an important source of historical reconstruction along with archaeological, ethnographic and 
historical data. The subsequent publication of folk tales of Swat (Inayat-ur-Rahman, Folk tales of Swāt. 
1-2, 1968, 1984) was an attempt in this connection. Tucci is to be credited, above all, for coordinating and 
integrating the results of these researches, as it reflects in his last work on Swat (On Swat: the Dards and 
connected problems, 1977), during the formative phase of the Italian Archaeological Mission to Swat. 

The present study is an attempt against this backdrop. It focuses on the socio-religious landscape of 
the present-day as well as ancient Swat in the context of the process of continuity and change by dwelling, 
primarily, upon a dam (spell/mantra) in Pashto recited in the name of certain Tortazi Baba (a mythical 
saintly figure). The dam consists of two parts. The 1st part seems as a latter interpolation belonging to the 
Muslim concepts of God, the Prophet and other saints. The 2nd part refers to Tortazi Baba and his attributes. 

Tortazi Baba’s attributes and symbols present some serious problem as they are not intrinsic to Islam. 
It, therefore, follows that his comparison is made with Avalokitesvara of Buddhism. The attributes and 
symbols of both are compared, as are found in the dam and Buddhist art of Swat and literature, to the effect 
that persistence of pre-Muslim sacrality, as a result of syncretic process, under a new guise in present-day 
Swat is suggested. 

Sarita Khettry
Social background of Buddhism in Gandhara

The available data suggests that Buddhism was an important religion in Gandhara since its 
introduction during the reign of Mauryan king Ashoka (c.272-3-236 B.C.) till about the middle of the 
7th century A.D. There is no dearth of writing on the various aspects of Buddhism in Gandhara, too 
numerous to be mention here. Despite this interest in Buddhism of the region concerned, there is no-full 
length study of the society in which religion (Buddhism) developed in Gandhara or the social groups that 
constituted it. There is an intimate connection between the ideas and the society which give rise to them. 
The present paper is an attempt to identify the elements in society which became closely involved with 
Buddhist movement in Gandhara.

It was situated at the crossroads of Asia. This region was under the political control of Bactrian 
Greeks/Indo-Greeks, Scythians, Parthians and the Kushanas in the period (c.2nd century B.C. to the 
middle of the 4rth century A.D.) of our study. The textual evidence suggests that society was heterogeneous 
in nature - socially and theologically as well as ethnically. It was consisted of emperor, his family, relatives, 
counsellors and courtiers, army generals, families of rulers and administrators at the centre, provincial 
and local levels. At the same time we find reference to big industrialists, traders and rich landlords. How 
these people looked at Buddhism is not known to us. This is an important question to be pondered upon. 
The main sources for the present study are inscriptions, texts and the sculptural panels of the Gandharan 
school of art. We have divided the Buddhist into two categories: those who joined the Sangha, and those 
who supported it from outside the Sangha. At the same time some important lay practices developed in our 
region which shows that common people were interested in Buddhism. This has been taken into depth in 
this article with the help of available evidences.
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Deborah Klimburg-Salter
Pan-Indian Iconography: refining an old typology: from Buddhism to Bon

 The corpus of iconographic images associated with Brahmanical, Jain, and Buddhist traditions has 
become so extensive that contemporary scholars tend to concentrate on specific regional artistic traditions 
associated with only one of these religions, although at the same time acknowledging that, in practice, 
clear parameters can sometimes be difficult to define. Within the study of Indian Buddhist iconography, 
variations across the pantheon result from both parallel historical developments as well as a dialectic, 
that varies according to time and place, resulting from the borrowing of forms and concepts from each 
other. Contemporary studies acknowledge iconographic sources beyond the written to include also oral 
and visual traditions, in various social setting including the folk/tribal arts.

 Through consideration of all of these factors however, I will attempt to demonstrate that an important 
variable in framing Buddhist iconography has not been adequately appreciated –that is the difference 
between the exoteric and esoteric visual traditions – which becomes particularly clear in the Tibetan 
tradition, particularly paintings where the differences in composition are important. The Tibetan icono-
graphic pantheon follows this division but using terminology based on the canonical literary sources, the 
Sutrayana and Tantrayana – that is iconographies derived from either the sutra or tantric class of literature.  
An interesting example is the class of “Long Life Deities”.

Tucci (Tibetan Painted Scrolls 1949:554 ) draws attention to the relationship between the Buddhist 
Amytaus and the Bon deity Tsewang Rigdin . (Dating to the 19th century this latter painting derives 
some of its iconographic principals from the Nying ma Buddhist tradition)  The comparative analysis will 
attempt to demonstrate that there are common concepts, including the symbolic language, that underlie 
compositional similarities.  I will propose that that the compositional and iconographic divergences also 
can be identified in other paintings of deities representing the exoteric and esoteric iconography of a single 
pan-Indian typology. As we shall see, both paintings use the same visual vocabulary and hierarchy of 
visual forms allowing for an expansion of imagery and various layers of interpretation within the esoteric 
tradition.

Ayumu Konasukawa
Regional variations of the Harappan seals in light of their designs and 
carving techniques through SEM and 3D (PEAKIT) analyses

The present paper attempts to discuss the regional variations of the Harappan seals in light of their 
designs and carving techniques through SEM and 3D (PEAKIT) analyses. 

Although data for the analyses is still limited, the results of this study lead to an important conclusion 
that the Harappan seals can be classified based on shape of a cross section of the seal passing through 
the body of the animal depicted on the surface of the seal, namely whether the edge of the cross section is 
curved (concave section) or angular (squarish section), in some seals it is partly curved and partly angular 
(concave-squarish section), that has not been pointed out so far. In connection with this point, it can be 
mentioned that both section types of the body of an animal is a result of the different manufacturing 
techniques and use of different carving tools, furthermore corresponding to the size of the seals.

Furthermore, the authors point out that the Harappan seals can be divided into following two types, 
Type A- the Harappan seal is characterized by a left-facing animal motif having a concave section, ‘arrang-
ement Pattern I’ and ‘type I boss’, and predominantly distributed throughout the Indus Valley excluding 
the Ghaggar Basin and Type B- the Harappan seal is characterized by a right-facing animal motif having 
a squarish section, ‘arrangement Pattern II or III’ and ‘type II boss’ mainly, and concentrated in the 
Ghaggar Basin, because the different shape of sections corresponds with the difference of design and 
distribution pattern of the seals. 

As is indicated by the conclusion in this study, both seal types are very likely to show the regional 
variations of Harappan seals. 

The next objectives of the study are to accumulate the SEM and 3D (PEAKIT) data of the Harappan 
seals and to undertake an experimental archaeological study of the Harappan seals for understanding and 
reconstructing the manufacturing techniques and tools in a full sense.
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Ajit Kumar
Symbols of death, passage to heaven and heaven in rock art with special 
reference to India

Symbols used in rock art are enigmatic in nature. There is always a challenge in trying to convincingly 
read and present a possible meaning into rock art symbols. No person can claim to have successfully decip-
hered the true meaning of the symbols as envisaged in the creator’s mindset, save for interpretations we 
make of them. Limitations have not desisted scholars from making readings into the rock art symbols to 
decode their meaning. 

In studies undertaken in India, it has been observed that uninhabited shelters and caves contain 
more pictographs and petroglyphs compared to habited ones. This brings to fore the possibility of some 
magico-religious connotation existing between the symbols and their place of occurrence. Animals, 
human and abstract forms dominate the rock art motifs. Among the abstract symbols, cross-in-circle, 
also called the ‘sun-cross’, ladder, labyrinths and have wide representation and distribution not only 
India but across continents. No in-depth studies have been undertaken on these motifs to understand 
their morphology and meaning. 

In studies conducted by the author, it has been observed that these symbols seem to have connotation 
with death, passage to heaven and the heaven. The commonality observed between symbols in India and 
abroad also possibly indicates that primeval communities across the globe shared similar beliefs behind 
the design and creation of certain symbols represented in art. It has been observed that in primordial 
beliefs, across continents, the ladder was a means for the dead to reach out to the heaven. This belief still 
lingers with certain religious sects and aboriginal communities. Though only a few are overtly aware of the 
significance of the ladder, documented evidence reveals that some communities still use ladder in rituals 
associated with death and passage to heaven. 

This paper attempts to read and present the symbols related to death, passage to heaven and heaven 
found in rock art juxtaposing it with religious codes and ethno-archaeological evidences, with special 
reference to India.   

Harriet Lacey
Contextualising an early Hindu landscape: Results of the Ramtek  
archaeological survey

This paper will summarise and contextualise the data from a recent archaeological survey conducted 
in Ramtek, a major religious centre of the Eastern Vākāṭakas in Maharashtra, India. This research was 
carried out as part of the British Museum project “Politics, Ritual and Religion: State Formation in Early 
India”, aimed at investigating the impact of the Gupta Kingdom and its extended networks across central 
and southeast Asia. 

The Vākāṭakas became prominent in central India as an important partner kingdom of the Guptas, 
when significant and widespread political, socio-economic and religious transformations were occurring 
across the subcontinent during the 4th/5th centuries A.D. Ramtek and the nearby dynastic capitals at 
Mansar and Nagardhan form the centre of the Eastern Vākāṭaka kingdom, but although scholarship has 
considered the site’s art-historical and epigraphical value, there has been little archaeological research to 
establish its wider context. Our question therefore concerns the nature of the landscape around the site, 
focusing on the rural settlement pattern and evidence of change in socio-economic and religious practice. 
The recent survey around Ramtek provides landscape data, which enables us to explore how the religious 
site occupied the landscape, and impacted on the rural population. 

This paper will introduce the methods and the results of the Ramtek survey, outlining the range of 
archaeological findings and their spatial and chronological distribution. The paper will primarily focus 
on contextualisation of this landscape data, considering it against existing archaeological, art historical 
and epigraphic evidence from the region. This discussion seeks to evaluate how Vākāṭaka evidence has 
previously been used and presented, and will establish how the recognised interpretations and models 
compare to the picture achieved through survey at this key site. By discussing the findings with reference to 
the regional context, it is hoped that the origin and impact of the contemporary social developments can be 
further understood. This paper aims to bring a new archaeological perspective to a site of great historical 
interest, drawing focus to the integration of landscape data with existing scholarship.
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Carla Lancelotti, Giovanni Orlando, Valentina Caracuta, Girolamo Fiorentino, Juan José 
García-Granero, Marco Madella & P. Ajithprasad
Rainfall patterns, temperature, ecology and human behaviour: all you can 
get from archaeological wood charcoal. A study from Loteshwar, North 
Gujarat

The potential of charcoal analysis is not often clear to archaeologists and historians. It is often 
thought that a piece of charred wood can, at its best, inform on what type of plants were burned, or, if the 
context allows it, to inform loosely on the environment where people settled. However, anthracological 
analyses can offer much more insights both on environment and people. This paper presents the results of 
taxonomic and stable isotopes analyses conducted on charcoal fragments recovered by the NoGAP team 
during the 2009 excavation at Loteshwar, North Gujarat.

Loteshwar is situated on the top of a fossilised dune in the dune/interdune area of North Gujarat. 
Excavations have revealed human occupation starting from c. 7000 BC up to c. 2200 BC. Studies on 
animal bones conducted by Ajita Patel have shown the presence of both wild and domestic animals 
indicating the possible presence of both hunter-gatherer and agropastoralists at the site. Archaeobota-
nical analyses on macro and micro-remains point towards a double cropping strategy with millet and 
pulses as the major food sources.

Taxonomic analysis of charred wood fragments recovered at Loteshwar indicates uniformity in the 
exploitation of wood resources over time with no major changes either chronological or contextual. This 
informs both on the environmental conditions in which the site was settled as well as human choice in 
terms of wood species use. Stable isotopes analysis (C and N) on charred wood can inform on the climatic 
condition in which the plant grew, both in terms of temperature and water availability. Results from 
Loteshwar seem to indicate a period of reduced water availability at the beginning of the IV millennium 
BC (c. 3975-3950).

Vincent Lefèvre & Jean-François Salles
The religious background of Mahasthan, Bangladesh

The archaeological site of Mahasthan, in present-day Bangladesh, has been identified as the ancient 
Pundranagara by Alexander Cunningham who was following the itinerary of the Chinese Buddhist monk 
Xuanzang. Therefore, the first remains to be clearly scrutinized in the surroundings were those of the 
Buddhist monasteries of Bihar and Vasu Bihar. Though Xuanzang mentioned also “some hundred Deva 
temples where sectaries of different schools congregate”, this latter aspect was less taken into consideration 
by Cunningham—even if Mahasthan is also locally known as a place for Hindu pilgrimage.

In the following decades, many sculptures or fragments of stones or terracotta bearing religious 
symbols have been found, while some monuments which can be identified as temples or religious structures 
have been excavated. Besides some Buddhist testimonies (among which, some of the most beautiful statues 
unearthed at the site), many images of Vishnu and Surya have been found, while there are also a few traces 
of the presence of Jainism.

However, in spite of a century of more or less continuous exploration, no synthesis on the religious 
history or, at least, the religious background of the city has ever been attempted. In particular, the relative 
importance of each religion has not really been analyzed. This is what this paper will aim to do, thanks to 
recent excavation results as well as more ancient findings, reread in a wider perspective. At the same time, 
material testimonies will be brought along with textual evidences to attempt a sort of religious map of the 
site.
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Coline Lefrancq
The pottery from Mazar excavations at Mahasthangarh (Bangladesh) and 
its implications for the Early Medieval Period of the ancient West Bengal

The second excavations program conducted on the “Mazar” area at Mahasthangarh from 2001 to 2011 
by the French-Bangladeshi team has revealed structures and others finds such as sculptural fragments, 
weapons, coins, etc. which have been dated, notably thanks to radiocarbons dates, mainly of the Early 
Medieval period, i.e. circa 700-1300 CE. The data relating to the analysis of the architecture were presented 
during the EASAA 2010 and 2012, respectively by E.Berliet - B.Faticoni and J.F.Salles - M.F.Boussac. The 
purpose of this paper is at first to show the pottery associated with different phases of the Early Medieval 
period in Bengal (pre-Pāla, Pāla, Sena, beginning of the Muslim conquest). This reference corpus has been 
established using a multidisciplinary approach for the study, such as petrographic and chemical analysis 
and ethnoarchaeological observations. Secondly, I will compare this corpus with the data supplied by other 
sites of the “ancient West Bengal”, like Jagjivanpur or Rajbaridanga, in order to determine if the notion of 
“regional identities” linked to the concept of “Indian feudalism” which has been discussed in particular 
by R.S.Sharma, B.D.Chattopadhyaya or H.Kulke, and used to define other forms of art (the sculpture for 
instance), can be applied to the pottery as well. 

Luneau Elise, Bendezu-Sarmiento Julio & Lecomte Olivier
Ceramic productions of the middle and late bronze age in southern central 
asia (ca. 2300-1500 BCE): Crossing-analysis of the pottery from Dzhar-
kutan (Uzbekistan) and Ulug Depe (Turkmenistan)

Current archaeological work at two major sites for the Bronze Age in southern central Asia, namely 
Dzharkutan in Uzbekistan led by a joint Uzbek and French Expedition (MAFOUZ-Protohistoire) and 
Ulug Depe in Turkmenistan headed by a joint Turkmen and French Expedition (MAFTUR), provide new 
first hand-data for the analysis of the Middle and Late Bronze Age pottery production. The study of these 
corpuses allows renewing our knowledge of the ceramic complexes in these two areas of southern Central 
Asia, known as the Sapalli culture in northern Bactria and the Namazga culture in the Kopet Dagh’s 
foothills. These local cultural entities take part to the Oxus civilization during the Middle and Late Bronze 
Age (ca. 2300-1500 BCE). 

We will focus on the technological and morpho-stylistical characterization of these potteries. Firstly, 
the analysis contributes to better identify the techno-cultural peculiarities of the productions from Dzhar-
kutan and Ulug Depe on the regional scale. Secondly, the paper intends to present the comparative analysis 
of both complexes on a supra-regional scale. Such study was never developed precisely. The analysis allows 
specifying the network of relationship and the development of the Oxus civilization during the Middle and 
Late Bronze. It also offers important results on the chrono-cultural connections inside this wide cultural 
entity and, especially, raises questions on the chronological evolution of both sites and the regionalization 
of the production.
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Anura Manatunga
Sigiriya Paintings: Understanding the subject matter of paintings in the 
context of cityscape

Sigiriya is one of the World Heritage Sites in Sri Lanka. It is a royal city with a massive rock at the 
centre where the palace was built on. Ruins of the palace, remains of the gigantic lion staircase, beautiful 
paintings, well planned gardens, strong ramparts, wide moats and overall cityscape of Sigiriya are well 
known in Asian Art and Archaeology. With the help of well written chronicles and archaeological evidence 
all these constructions of Sigiriya have been assigned to King Kassyapa 1 (477-495 AD) who was the sole 
king ruled the country from this particular city.

The present paper is an attempt to understand the paintings of Sigiriya in the context of its cityscape. 
These paintings are mainly found on the two inter-connected caverns of the western rock cliff as elegantly 
executed female figures. There are twenty three life size female figures, single as well as pairs. Interestingly, 
these ladies are nude in upper part of their bodies and half of the lower part is covered by clouds. These 
figures have been interpreted differently by various scholars, but all these interpretations can be broadly 
based on three assumptions, i.e., they were court ladies, Apsaras or celestial beings and anthropomorphic 
symbols of cloud and lightings.

All these interpretations have been considered against the cityscape of Sigiriya by the present paper.
The writer inclined to believe that these paintings were representations of Apsaras, as initially pointed out 
by Coomaraswamy, and argue in detail in support of this idea. Further, this will show why Apsaras were 
executed on the Sigiriya rock and point out its relevance to the overall city planning of Sigiriya 

Philippe Marquis
2004-2011 DAFA surveying the oasis of Balkh/Afghanistan

From 2004 DAFA have been surveying the oasis of Balkh/Afghanistan. The scientific purpose was 
to map the archaeological sites but also to set up an archaeological analysis of the landscape and to try to 
reconstruct its evolution since the Bronze Age. Last years the researches have been focussed on the late 
Kushan and Islamic periods using high definition satellite images. The preliminary results which have 
been gathered are showing already the complexity of the occupations but also their incredible extension. 

Michael W. Meister 
New Architecture in Old Pakistan: Mari-Indus, Zalamkot, and Katas

Recent reconsideration of architectural remains at sites in Northwest Pakistan suggests an unusual 
and original experimentation with architectural forms in the eighth to tenth centuries CE. The site of 
Mari-Indus has two Nagara temples of the eighth century that follow norms established at other Indus-
Valley sites such as North Kafirkot and Bilot a century earlier. Mari-Indus also has a much larger ruin — of 
a sandhara temple that once stood on a broad podium — tentatively dated to the tenth century. 

A masonry stone platform in the Zalamkot Valley, Swat, briefly mentioned by A. Foucher as ‘takht’ in 
1901, now much more ruined than in Foucher’s time, retains evidence to suggest a date in the (Udi)-Shahi 
period and a relationship to Temple C at Mari, rather than to Buddhist-period Gandhara. Both can be 
linked as well with a renovated and recently rededicated Shiva temple at the ancient pilgrimage site of 
‘Ketas-raj’ (Katas) in the Salt Range, now becoming an almost unrecoverable archaeological tourist center. 

Using Foucher’s documentation and recent site photographs from the Salt Range Temple Survey 
(Mari) and the Italian Archaeological Mission in Swat (Takht), I reconstruct a brief moment in the tenth 
century when a hybridity of regional formulas — at Malot, Amb-Sharif, Pattan Minar and elsewhere — was 
consciously articulated and played with, producing short-lived and original architectural sports.
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Gerd J.R. Mevissen
Devapattas at Gaya, Bihar

The ancient city of Gaya in south Bihar has attracted pilgrims from the whole Indian subcontinent for 
more than one thousand years. It is also well-known as an artistic centre of sculptural art in the post-Gupta 
period. The spacious courtyard of the Visnupada temple and the numerous small places of worship in the 
vicinity are still full of stone sculptures, among them a large number of small to medium-sized longish 
stone slabs (pattas) depicting certain groups of minor Brahmanical deities (devas). The presence of such 
masses of devapattas within a single and well-defined sacred area is probably unparalleled by any other 
place in India.

During two brief surveys conducted in February 2011 and 2013, more than one hundred of such 
panels were found, either fully intact or fragmentary. Most of them are still under worship and are perma-
nently venerated by thousands of pilgrims year after year. However, they apparently never received much 
scholarly attention so far and thus remained largely unrecorded. These panels fall into four distinct groups 
according to the deities depicted on them. The largest group is constituted by slabs representing the nine 
planetary deities (navagrahas) (about 60 panels), followed by those depicting the ten incarnations of Visnu 
(dasavataras) (about 25 panels), the regents of the directions of space (dikpalas/lokapalas) (about 20 panels), 
and finally the mother goddesses (matrkas) (more than 10 panels). The paper will deal with typological and 
iconographical considerations and will also address the question of dating the devapattas of Gaya.

Roberto Micheli
Shell bangles, body adornment and Indianization processes: some insights 
from the late Kushan phase at Barikot (Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan)

The recent resumption of excavations at Barikot (Bīr-koṭ-ghwaṇḍai), the ancient Bazira of the historical 
sources, in the frame of the ”ACT (Archaeology, Community, Tourism) Field School” project, has enabled 
to collect many new archaeological data about such an important urban centre of the middle Swat Valley. 
The field activity has provided new and interesting information about the latest occupation phases of the 
site revealing an important sector of the late Kushan and post-Kushan urban layout dated between the 3rd 
and the 5th centuries CE. One of the most interesting evidence recently disclosed is the presence of many 
shell bangle fragments among the personal ornaments assemblage; such objects are, in fact, uncommon 
in the earlier levels of the sequence and not attested in the other previously excavated trenches of the site.

Personal ornaments constitute a fascinating field of material culture having various implications, 
since people use them to express their personality and identity, to indicate the belonging of individuals 
to particular groups, to underline their social status and to protect themselves from magic and illness. 
Therefore, ornaments are not simple aesthetic artefacts or costume embellishments, and their study can 
reveal many interesting information about past behaviours. 

Shell bangles are characteristic personal ornaments of the Hindu female sphere of South Asia, as 
they represent the symbols of marriage supporting tradition and customs. Such symbolic value is probably 
very old and goes back to the Early Historic period, or probably even to protohistory. Since then, the raw 
material preferred for such bangles has been the sacred Indian chank or conch-shell (Xancus or Turbi-
nella pyrum). Shell bangles are instead completely unknown among personal ornaments of the Swat 
Valley both in the past and in modern times. Therefore, the presence of numerous shell bangles in the late 
Kushan phase at Barikot raises several questions about the importance and significance of such personal 
ornaments for the Swat people during the late Early Historic period. The Swat Valley is probably the 
north-westernmost inland region where shell bangles occur within the Subcontinent, and such evidence 
opens up new questions about the origin of these objects and the implications of their appearance during 
the last phases of occupation of the urban settlement. 
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Heidi J. Miller
Incised Ivory Rods from Dales’ 1964-65 Excavation at Mohenjo-Daro

In the archives of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University, are 
records of approximately 20 incised assumed-to-be-ivory rods found by George Dales and his team during 
their excavation at the site of Mohenjo-daro (a single season during 1964-65). The overall size of these 
objects is similar and the predominant section shapes are square and rectilinear, however, the incised 
patterns on these rods differ from example to example, and include signs of the Harappan script, simple 
circle motifs and more complex patterns made up of combinations of circles and linear elements. Such 
artifacts are known from the published collection as well. What this variation is and what it may signify 
has not been comprehensively studied and all such incised rods are often lumped together and described 
functionally as die for games, casting sticks, divination rods, and calendar or counting sticks. In a recent 
study of the distribution of possible gaming instruments recovered during the older Mohenjo-daro excava-
tions (Marshall 1931; Mackay 1938), Rogersdotter notes that these rods, assumed to be of ivory, have been 
given a great variety of descriptive names, and (to paraphrase her) such variation denotes a lack of a clear 
typology “as well of any satisfying ideas as to their function(s).” (Rogersdotter 2011:150) This presentation 
will document the unpublished ivory rods found by Dales and use this data as a stepping stone to examining 
the incised patterns in relation to object shape and size in order to explore any possible patterning within 
this all-inclusive object category. These ivory sticks reference a symbolic system distinct from others 
known for the Indus Valley Civilization (e.g. , the Harappan script or the motifs on painted pottery) and it 
is hoped that this contribution will shed some new light on the function and meaning of incised ivory rods. 
 
Mackay, E. J. H. (1938). Further Excavations at Mohenjo-daro. Delhi, Government of India Press. 
Marshall, J. (1931). Mohenjo-daro and the Indus Civilization. London, Arthur Pronsthain. 
Rogersdotter, E. (2011). Gaming in Mohenjo-daro- An Archaeology of Unities. Gothenburg,  
Department of Historical Studies, University of Gothenburg.

R.K. Mohanty
Megalithic Archaeology of  Maharashtra, India 

There are about 112 Early Iron Age Megalithic Culture sites located in the Vidarbha region of 
Maharashtra.  The evidence emerging from excavations in the habitation and the burial are dated back to 
the beginning of first millennium BC. and continued till 2nd.-3rd. c. AD. The nature of sites can be divided 
into three basic groups, 

1. Settlements surrounded by vast tract of arable and pasture land without visible Megalithic Burials 
 in the near vicinity, 

2.  Settlements with some arable and pasture land with large number of  Megalithic burials, 

3. Burial sites, where settlements have not been found as yet, but surrounded with near about similar 
 facilities as seen in the previous two cases. 

There are more than four thousand burials that have been recorded from all these sites. The excava-
tions and intensive field investigation have brought into light a very complex society, who erected megalithic 
monuments of various shapes, sizes, types having varied external and internal structures. Location of 
cemeteries, disposition of burials in the landscape and associated grave good like agricultural implements, 
offensive and defensive weapons, various kinds of craft specialization tools, household objects, exotic items 
and horse remains with their ornaments suggest a highly stratified society proficient in various kind of 
craft specialization with multifarious economy. Some of these megalithic sites continued to be occupied 
during the early historic period.
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Munmun Mondal
Reflection of Social Life in the Kushan Terracotta- Art of Bengal

The age of the Kushan is the significant period of early Indian history. India is an independent nation 
of South East Asia and Bengal is located in the eastern part of Indian Subcontinent.

The Kushan, who were basically the nomadic people of Central Asia, hailed beyond the Pamir and 
Oxus region and extended their territory up to the Pataliputa of Bihar in India. 

The foremost urban sites of this period were concentrated more in northern and north–western India. 
This period ushered in a new era by introducing many new elements of art and culture of profound histo-
rical significance in the society with urban dimension which brought a basic change in the socio-economic 
perspectives. The impact of this process reached as far as to lower Ganga plain including Coastal Bengal. 
Bengal never formed a part of the imperial Kushan rule, but nevertheless the Kushan influence had drasti-
cally changed the contemporary socio-economic lifestyle of the people of Bengal. This region developed 
greatly during this time as the receiving end of the Kushana’s socio-economic cultural radiation.

Flourishment of social, economic and religious life with urban character in early historic Bengal is 
very much evident from the material culture of Bengal. Early terracottas from Bengal, as a category of 
archaeological objects, overshadow all other aspects of material culture in the region. The terracotta art 
of the Kushan cultural phase in Bengal is essentially a product of the Early Historical urbanisation of the 
region. This urbanisation was an extension of that of the upper and middle Ganga valleys. Innumerable 
terracotta figurines and objects belonging to this period have been discovered from the Kushan stratified 
level of the excavated Early Historic sites of Bengal like Chandrakketugarh, Tamluk, Tilpi, Mangalkot, 
Bangarh etc. My paper intends to through light on the social life prevailed in contemporary society during 
the Kushan period in Bengal as reflected in the terracotta art.

Sara Mondini 
A widespread taste for the macabre or apotropaic marks? Urbanism, 
landscapes and funerary architecture in the Indian Sultanate 

Recent researches carried out on the urban development of the capital of Gulbarga (1347-1422 ca.)  
have demonstrated how the different symbolic meanings and importance attributed to given edifices 
determined their location, thus influencing the urban layout of the city. The hypothesis formulated so far 
on the pattern of development would suggest the crucial importance of the sacred buildings, in particular 
mausoleums and dargahs that probably exercised a protective and in a way spiritual function. It is noneth-
eless difficult to draw any definite conclusions concerning their disposition, particularly given the state 
of disrepair of the buildings. What remains certain is the fact that the arrangement of these buildings 
within the urban context was nothing casual: that it was rather based on specific and symbolically charged 
principles, dictated by the different rulers who acted as patrons for architecture, by the relations between 
temporal power and the Sufi tariqas present in the city, and finally by the complex make-up of the local 
social fabric, and its influences in the architectural sphere. An attempt has been made to show how the 
establishment of Sufism in the region indirectly played a primary role in influencing the commissioning of 
buildings, leading to an extraordinary blossoming of funerary architecture, and hence the very development 
of the city. Based on these considerations, an attempt might be made to apply the research model used for 
Gulbarga to the solving of those doubts that still surround dynastic building projects elsewhere – such as 
those carried out, for instance, by the Delhi Sultanate or by the Gujarat sultans. The purpose of the paper 
is thus to present a tentative comparative study of the development of some Islamic capitals between the 
XIVth to the XVIth centuries, focusing on the - still enigmatic - role of the religious and funerary archi-
tecture.
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Kathleen D. Morrison & Mark T. Lycett
Brahmagiri in Context: Occupational Histories and Regional Landscapes

The site of Brahmagiri, in Chitradurg District of Karnataka, is well-known in Indian archaeology 
primarily as the setting of R.E.M. Wheeler’s chronology-setting work in 1947. As previously reported, 
this chronological framework requires some revision and the corpus of previously excavated material is 
currently being re-studied. However, to date little has been reported on the long-term occupational history 
of Brahmagiri and its middle period successor town, Haneya, in the context of larger temporal and regional 
patterns from the Neolithic to the Early Modern. In this presentation, we describe the occupational history 
of Brahmagiri/Haneya based on previous excavations, restudy of the notes and artifacts from these 
excavations, and from surface remains on and around the large granitic inselberg or “island mountain” 
that anchors the site. While its role in intellectual history remains significant, here we consider Brahmagiri 
in its own terms, as an occupied landscape in the context of South Indian history. 

Satoshi Naiki
The transition of the style of Gandharan sculptures in the 3rd century CE

The chronology of Gandharan sculptures has been one of the most complicated problems. Scholars 
have tried to construct it, but it has not been constructed yet. This time, I would like to try to find chrono-
logical benchmarks of Gandharan sculptures from archaeological perspective. 

The archaeological surveys in Uddyana have been energetically conducted by Italian mission. The 
results of excavation at Butkara I showed us that the sculptures from this region can be divided into 
three groups, 

1. “Drawing group,” 

2. “Naturalistic group, and 

3. “Stereometoric group.” 

And these groups can be arranged chronologically. Some pieces of the first group were made around 
the first half of the 1st century CE. And a group of reliefs found from Saidu Sharif I gives us more infor-
mation about the date of this group. Around the middle of the 1st century CE, sculptures of this group had 
still been made. Two Boddhisattvas with drapery rendered with pair-parallel lines from Bir-kot-ghwandai 
tell us that the sculpture of the third group was made around the 3rd century CE.

A similar transition of styles can be recognized in Gandhara region. In Gandhara region, the archa-
eological missions of Pakistan and Japan have conducted excavations scientifically. From the results of 
excavation at Bala Hisar, we can know that sculptures with the drapery rendered with pair-parallel lines 
were made in the period when most of Buddhist temples had been abandoned in this region. Stylistic 
features of sculptures from Shaikhan Dheri tells us that this stereotyped rendering of draperies appeared 
around the time of abandonment of this site, around the first half of the 3rd century. On some sculptures in 
Gandhara, the draperies of main figures were rendered with large and small folds alternately, on the other 
hand, the ones of subsidiary small figures were rendered with pair-parallel lines. In both region, stylistic 
transition can be recognized around the 3rd century CE.
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Sayantani Neogi & Charles French
Soil micromorphology from Indus Settlements and surroundings: 
Reconstruction of mid-Holocene environmental conditions in NW India

This paper presents the results of the investigations of soil/sediment sequences associated with a 
series of Indus archaeological sites on the plains of northwest India dated between c.3000 and 1500 BC. 
The on-site micromorphology from the sites of Alamgirpur in western Uttar Pradesh, and Masudpur I 
(Sampolia Khera), Masudpur VII (Bhimwada Jhoda) and Burj in Haryana will be considered along with 
their off-site counterparts. Additional off-site data from Rakhigarhi and Kunal will also be discussed. These 
two strands of micromorphological data have helped not only to understand the nature of human responses 
to the environment and vice-versa, but also to interpret the nature of some on-site activities during Indus 
times. The paper concentrates on the 1500 year time-frame within which the Indus Civilisation developed 
into an urban phase and towards the end of which (after c.2000 BC) its major cities were abandoned.

 Robust data from micromorphological and geochemical analyses provide evidence for lengthy periods 
of accumulation history on-site. Within the sampled sequences, several activity areas have been identified, 
including open spaces used for crop-processing or midden areas. These are interrupted by occasional 
disturbed layers and periods of abandonments. It is apparent that the site of Alamgirpur was established 
on a levee related to a former floodplain, which was little affected by seasonal inundation and alluvial 
deposition. Burj was built on the margin of an aggrading alluvial floodplain system, more or less conti-
nually affected by the slow, seasonal deposition of overbank flood deposits associated with monsoonal rains 
and flooding. The bedded sand deposits beneath the Indus sites such as at Kunal, Masudpur I (Sampolia 
Khera) and Rakhigarhi are probably former channel fill deposits surviving as low sinuous ridges whereas 
Masudpur VII (Bhimwada Jodha) was built on a dune system. These geoarchaeological evaluations have 
indicated that there is a varied hidden landscape context for each Indus settlement in northwest India, 
which indicates a symbiotic relationship with the alluvial, riverine and monsoonal environmental system.

Atsushi Noguchi, Qasid H. Mallah, Fumito Chiba, Shin Yokoyama, Yorinao Shitaoka, 
Ghulam M. Veesar, Nilofer Shaikh & Hideo Kondo
Techno-morphological assessment of the lithic assemblage and the blade 
core reduction sequence of Veesar valley, at the western fringe of the Thar 
Desert, Northern Sindh, Pakistan

The Veesar Valley (VV) is located at the western fringe of the Thar Desert, Khairpur District, Sindh, 
Pakistan. About 100 localities of lithic scatters or concentrations are recognized on the top and the eastern 
slope of the sand dune, as well as in the inter-dune basin where outcrops of fine chert are distributed in. The 
sites are recognized and documented in 2000 by the Department of Archaeology, Shah Abdul Latif University 
(SALU). Since that time, SALU continues field survey of the area and subsequently authors have launched new 
research project under PJAM (Pakistan-Japan Archaeological Mission) initiative in 2011. Sounding trenches 
are set on a several localities and both geoarchaeological research and sampling for OSL dating are employed. 
Laboratory works on both surface collected and excavated materials are also running on.

In this paper, we present the preliminary result of the techno-morphological assessment of the lithic 
assemblage of the VV sites. The VV lithic technology is based on blade industry except bifaces, a few 
discoidal cores. All blade cores are unidirectional, with flat single-blow or cortical platform. Subdominant 
form of core is polyhedral or semi-conical. These characters are distinguishable from the Early and Mature 
Harappan conical or ‘bullet-shaped’ cores. Micro blade cores are also rare in assemblage. Relatively large 
and thick blades are produced from those cores. Dorsal pattern of blades is various. These characters of 
blade are well correspond to blade cores and also distinguishable from the Early and Mature Harappan 
blades which are elongated and thinner with single or parallel straight ridge on dorsal surface. A series of 
planner and faceted-on-narrow- side blade cores are also significant. These are as the indicator of either 
plaque nodule utilization or core-on-flake reduction sequence. This technological feature is compatible 
with production and reduction sequences of retouched pieces such as scrapers and burins.

Further details and evaluation of VV lithic technology will be given in the presentation.
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Luca Maria Olivieri
Urban crisis in Swat at the end of the 3rd Century CE

When comparing the results of the excavations at the urban site Bir-kot-ghwandai with the data 
collected in the surrounding area, it appears evident that the city and its territory boomed during the 
1st-2nd Century CE.

In that period the city, from a military garrison - as it was since its foundation in 2nd BCE - turned 
into the hub of a vast network of Buddhist monastic settlements. During the 3rd Century the layout of the 
city shows a clear spatial contraction, as well by a transformation in its architectural features, marked by 
Buddhist domestic shrines. Two seismic events apparently marked the beginning and end of the 3rd Century. 

In the first half of the 4th Century the city (or a large part of it) was already abandoned and in ruins, 
when it was shortly re-occupied by non-urban settlers, while the life of the religious settlements in the 
territory outside the city continued undisturbed.

The documentation/excavation of these late phases at Bir-kot-ghwandai, as well as in two selected 
Buddhist sacred areas in the vicinity of the city, was concluded in May 2013. The presentation will report 
on this process of expansion, contraction and collapse of an urban site at the periphery of the Gandharan 
region, on the basis of the new data collected in 4 fieldwork seasons in Swat from 2011 to 2013.

Sayantani Pal
Inscribed Images Donated by Merchants in Bihar and Bengal (8th-12th 
centuries)

Image inscriptions, though brief in nature, provide interesting glimpses of cultural life, apart from 
political data. The status of the donors of these images, in case where indicated, forms one significant 
subject of study. A large number of inscribed images were donated in early medieval eastern India including 
Bengal and Bihar between 8th to 12th centuries. Among them some had been donated by merchants of 
various categories. In some cases we have representations of their figures below the deity. Interestingly 
images donated by merchants are not evenly distributed in Bihar and Bengal. F. Asher has noted that 
sculptures in this region are mainly concentrated in sites along the Ganges and its branches. They are likely 
to have been found in major urban centres where we have concentration and movement of merchants and 
where different routes intersect, places of pilgrimage like viharas and temple sites. They mainly occur in 
south Bihar and the south eastern part of undivided Bengal (ancient Samatata). North Bengal, though the 
core region of Pala territory, hardly yield any image donated by merchants. The paper attempts to study 
the geographical distribution of the merchant donated images, the factors behind their concentration in 
certain areas, the style of representation of the donors, the preference for particular religious faith and 
other issues related to the merchant donated images of early medieval eastern India. 
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Parul Pandya Dhar
Epic renderings: Images of Ravana on early Chalukyan monuments

A substantial portion of the region of present-day northern Karnataka was part of the kingdom of the 
Badami Chalukyas during the mid-6th to mid-8th centuries CE. The most significant monuments of this 
period in the region are at Badami, Aihole, Mahakuta and Pattadakal. These monuments reveal syncretism 
and hybridization of different sectarian belief systems. They also register an intermingling and assimi-
lation of popular cults within the mainstream religious expressions. The art remains of this region are 
an indispensable source for understanding the contemporaneous socio-religious, cultural and political 
milieu. The present paper will focus on the varied ways in which Ravana as the chief antagonist of the epic, 
Ramayana, has been portrayed on early Western Chalukyan monuments. It will investigate the manner 
in which the early Chalukyan artists imagined and imaged demon-king Ravana on these monuments, the 
preferential portrayal of some themes and episodes, and their possible allegorical readings. In doing so, the 
paper seeks to address both aesthetic as well as socio-political questions in the representations of Ravana 
in northern Karnataka between the middle of the 6th and 8th centuries CE.

Danika Parikh
Ceramics, Hybridity and the Negotiation of Identity in the Indus Civili-
sation

In the Indus Civilisation, centrally produced artefacts such as beads and bangles tend to be homoge-
neous in style; the ceramics on the other hand demonstrate regional differences in technology, types and 
iconographic motifs. With the recognition of greater diversity and the discovery of regional types such 
as Sothi-Siswal, it has become clearer that the ‘Classic Harappan’ ceramics that predominate at urban 
centres are only part of the Indus ceramic corpus. This paper presents research on the rural ceramics 
from four village sites in the hinterland of the large Indus Civilisation settlements of Rakhigarhi, Banawali 
and Kalibangan, excavated by the Land, Water, Settlement Project. The ceramic forms, ware types and 
decorative motifs found at these villages are compared with each other and with the urban ceramics. The 
results show ceramic variety beneath a veneer of material homogeneity. The application of material culture 
theory on the relationship between iconography and the negotiation of identity to this material demon-
strates that it has interesting ramifications for understanding the internal structure of the Indus Civili-
sation; in particular, the relationship of the rural communities with the cities. The use and display of 
distinct regional iconographies at these sites in Haryana and Rajasthan implies that these rural commu-
nities potentially had distinct group identities, different from urban populations, and that perhaps the 
Indus was far less cohesive than has been assumed. Ultimately the ceramics display hybridity in the archa-
eological sense, revealing the complex processes and cultural dynamics that took place when different 
groups interacted with each other in the Indus Civilisation. 

C.A. Petrie, R.N. Singh, C.A.I. French & D.I. Redhouse
The Rakhigarhi Hinterland Survey Stage 2

In 2009, the Land, Water and Settlement project conducted a preliminary survey of the hinterland of the 
major Indus urban site of Rakhigarhi, and documented large numbers of sites that had not previously been 
recorded (Singh et al. 2010). This initial survey was relatively opportunistic and utilised a standard village-to-
village methodology. Subsequent detailed analysis of the cultural material collected in 2009, and subsequent 
seasons of more intensive survey combined with remote sensing analysis have enhanced our understanding 
of settlement and environment in this part of north-west India. This project provides important insights 
into the settlement dynamics from the proto-historic period up to the present in this important region that 
straddles the zone between the plains of the Punjab and those of the Yamuna/Ganges doab.
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Teresa P. Raczek, Prabodh Shirvalkar & Lalit Pandey
Mobility and microliths: analyzing technology at Jawasiya

Archaeological evidence has demonstrated that permanent settlements in early complex societies 
relied on the acquisition of raw materials and goods obtained through exchange relationships with highly 
mobile merchants, pastoralists, foragers, and itinerant craftsmen. Through their movements, these groups 
fostered the economic and social networks that linked sedentary communities with resources, services, 
and information, thus providing a mechanism for interaction and integration across wide regions. In South 
Asia, such groups were instrumental in the development and maintenance of the highly urban Indus-Ha-
rappan society that flourished from the third to mid-second millennium BCE. However, the role of nomadic 
groups in linking contemporaneous non-urban settlements in smaller societies like the one known as the 
Ahar-Banas Cultural Complex is less understood. The Jawasiya Research Project, a collaborative endeavor 
between the Institute of Rajasthan Studies-Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Deccan College, and 
Kennesaw State University, undertook excavation at the site of Jawasiya in December to January 2013-14 
to investigate these processes. 

The site of Jawasiya is a temporary occupation located between the Banas River and a small lake in 
the Mewar Plain of Rajasthan. Like the previously excavated sites of Bagor and Tilwara, it consists of a 
dense artifact scatter on the surface of a stabilized sand dune. Although small, Jawasiya’s location, 4 km 
northeast of the large and well-connected town of Gilund (c. 3000 BC-AD 200), makes it well situated 
for investigating shifting dynamics in mobility/sedentism, and social, political, and economic networks. 
Through excavations, the JARP team recovered pottery, fauna, ground-stone, and hammer-stones, and 
thousands of small lithics which were subsequently analyzed. This paper presents the lithic analysis as a 
way to determine how the site was utilized, how the occupants developed mobility strategies, and how the 
inhabitants of the site participated in shifting networks of regional interaction.

Ghani-ur-Rahman
The traces of cultural continuity: Documentation of the Buddhist and 
Islamic period cultural heritage of Shangla (Ancient Gandhara), Pakistan

 The Soil of Pakistan, particularly its northern part, has been the center of cultural activity through 
ages. But many of the areas still need thorough documentation and conservation. District Shangla is one 
of those neglected areas which have been the center of Buddhist cultural activity during the beginning 
of the Christian era.

 The present researcher took the responsibility of documenting the cultural heritage of this district in 
2012 and till now has documented about a 100 sites of the Buddhist (approximately 1st to 7th century) and 
Islamic (after the 11th century) periods. Thus, some selected Buddhist period religious and secular remains 
which have recently been documented for the first time will be the focus of this research paper. The Islamic 
period remains show clear evidences of the pre-Islamic influences in the decorative patterns that will also 
be included very briefly to show the cultural continuity. 

The area under discussion was part of the famous Gandhara Civilization which was the center of 
cultural, commercial and, above all, the Buddhist religious activities. It was this land where, besides many 
travelers, the famous Chinese pilgrims, such as Xuan Zang and Fa-Xian, came for learning. This is the land 
from where the famous trade caravans between the East and the West passed while trading through the 
Silk Routes. These activities lead to the spread of culture and introduction of Buddhism from this region 
to the Eastern Asia. 
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Lorenz Rahmstorf
Weight metrology in the Harappan civilization: results of a recent compre-
hensive study

Cubical balance weights are one of the most characteristic features of the Harappan civilization. 
They have been studied since the 1930s and their metrology is overall well known. Due to their common 
appearance and easy identification such weights are mentioned in nearly every excavation report of a 
Harappan site, but still few have been published adequately (with drawing, photograph, description and 
mass). In a recent comprehensive and not yet published study (habilitation thesis) nearly 2000 datable 
balance weights from more than 160 third millennium sites have been collected from the published data 
in the large geographical sphere between the Aegean in the West to the North-western India in the East. 
They were discussed them under chronological, contextual and metrological aspects. At least 40 sites with 
weights are known from Pakistan and India. In this contribution I would like to present and discuss their 
distribution within the range of the Harappan civilization, their find spots within the settlements, their 
morphology and typo-chronology and metrology. By using cosine quantogram analysis (Kendall formula) 
extremely clear results emerge for the Harappan weight metrology when compared to the more compli-
cated weight metrology prevailing in the Bronze Age Syro-Mesopotamia. In this respect it is interesting 
to discuss the few iron oxid rock weights of sphendonoid shape suggesting a foreign origin at a couple 
of Harappan sites. Apparently weight metrology came in use during the transitional phase from Pre- to 
Mature Harappa (c. 2800-2600 BC) even this assessment is based only on potential evidence from two 
sites. It is very interesting to note that this innovation appeared around 3000–2700 BC in Syro-Mesopo-
tamia, Egypt, the Aegean and Anatolia. This fact makes it likely that the notion and idea of weighing was 
adopted from the West even if it was locally interpreted in a very specific way. Hence the case of weight 
metrology might give together with other innovations (e.g. seal use) new insights in the crucial problem of 
the formation of the Mature Harappan civilization during the second quarter of the third millennium BC.

Ellen M. Raven
Messing up the system: Gupta gold coin forgeries

The ‘life’ of Gupta gold coins, struck in North India between ca. 350 and 550 CE, has changed consi-
derably in recent years. Their highly improved digital visibility is an important factor therein. These coins, 
whether held in major museum collections such as that of the British museum or put up in auction or trade, 
can now be admired in highly enlarged formats. Such images reveal the design details and technical state 
of the coins to degrees that would baffle numismatists and collectors of previous generations. The digital 
age has therefore heightened a ‘general’ awareness of the artistic and technical diversity of these gold coins, 
in all their extremes, from absolutely perfect to near horrible. Apparently quite a number of new collectors, 
many of them living in India, are thronging the coin shows and online auction sites in search for a good buy. 
Easy digital visualization, communication and trade offer them fast access both to new coin offers as well 
as to current market values. Not surprisingly then, the prices of these dinaras have gone up spectacularly 
since the 1990s. This has also singled out the Gupta gold coins out as a sound investment, probably leading 
to the hoarding of these coins for profit only.

The digital age has affected the life of Gupta coins as a corpus in more harmful ways than high pricing 
and hoarding. Easy access to images, metadata and the availability of digital reproduction techniques 
increasingly facilitate forgers to bring out forgeries of modern milled coins as well as old, hand-struck 
coins. Reids Goldsborough, who devotes a website to the forgery of ancient coins, admitted that ‘because 
of the wide variability of their designs, even the best experts are sometimes fooled.’ There is no doubt that 
this may easily apply to Gupta gold coins as well.

This paper addresses the different categories of Gupta coin forgeries that have surfaced so far. It also 
discusses how non-detected forgeries may distort our understanding of the known corpus. Finally it will 
emphasize how a classification bringing out the inherent coherence of the corpus may do some damage 
control.
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Caroline Riberaigua
A new glimpse on hypaethral yoginī temples of India

As hypaethral sanctuaries, generally of circular shape with in their centre a structure bearing a mūrti 
of Śiva (usually Bhairava), yoginī temples are an extremely rare type in the landscape of Indian religious 
architecture. Defined in time (between the 9th and the 12th century, except for Mitawali) and space (the 
sites are mainly in Odisha and Madhya Pradesh), their originality is expressed both by their architectural 
features and their iconographical program with the spreading of a great number of goddesses (between 
42 and 81) identified as yoginī. Although several studies have been dedicated to them since the pioneer 
work by Vidya Dehejia on this theme (Yogini Cult and Temple, 1986), the yoginī temples still raise many 
questions. The first difficulty is the definition of the inner nature of these goddesses. Indeed, the Sanskrit 
literature give an extremely heteroclite vision of their identity: evil witches, ogresses, evil goddesses from 
whom the devotee need to be protected, śakti of Bhairava, servants or hypostasis of the Great Goddess 
who can help the divya to reach the mokṣa … The nature of their cult is also very different according 
to the tantric tradition of the texts where they are described and none of them really refer to any stone 
sanctuaries. Furthermore, the lists of yoginī proposed by the texts are all different, sometime in the same 
text, and the study of the temples is not of a great help as they themselves spread different panels of the 
goddesses, which can include, or not, the seven or eight mātṛkā.

Based on the study of the material remains of those hypaethral temples, the paper will define the 
common features of the temples and their divergences, with a comparison with other śākta sanctuaries of 
the same period which can help to distinguish other specificities. The study of common points and diffe-
rences in their iconographical program will allow us to raise the question of the potential integration of 
local grāma-devatā among them and to reassess the issue of the sectarian affiliation, generally attributed, 
maybe improperly, to the kaula-nirṇaya. 

Elke Rogersdotter
Gaming environments in the city of Vijayanagara (c. 1350-1565 AD)

Among the outstanding ruins of the capital city of Vijayanagara (c. 1350-1565 AD), are small engra-
vings that can be recognized as game boards. The boards display a variety of types and subtypes, among 
which some layouts are more frequent than other, rarer ones. They are visible on the surface of structural 
foundations and in bedrock, in sacred, royal and military surroundings, in the central areas as well as in 
the rocky outskirts of the city. Some boards are solitary, and other ones appear in concentrations. In my 
paper, I present some results of a study of relations between the presence of boards (i.e. particular types 
and arrangements of boards) and the local environments in which they are found. Based on the results, 
some suggestions are made concerning the approximate time period of the majority of boards. The settings 
are discussed as socially imbued ‘natural areas’ that occupy seemingly empty spaces in-between the ruins, 
and once may have connected with other, urban features of the city. 
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Abdul Samad, M. Zahir, A. Hameed & Shakirullah
Latest Archaeological Investigation at Bhamala Buddhist Complex, Taxila 
Valley (2013)

The World Heritage Site of Bhamala is located (N 33° 49.971́  E 72° 58.554́ ) in the extreme northern 
part of the Khanpur valley, a sub-valley of the Taxila Valley, on the right bank of River Haro. An ancient 
route through the Muree and Margalla hills that connected the Taxila valley with Kashmir ran on the left 
bank of the River Haro. 

The geographical position of Bhamala, coupled with the unique cruciform style of construction of the 
Stupa and its relatively well-preserved nature, drew our attention to the site. The site was first excavated by 
Sir John Marshall in the later part of the 1920’s and early 1930’s and afterward has never been examined in 
detail. The main purpose of our excavation of the Bhamala site was to introduce latest excavation techniques 
(e.g. Harris-Matrix) to the excavation of Buddhist sites in Taxila valley. These have never been practiced 
or applied in the excavations of Buddhist sites in the Taxila valley. The recent excavations showed several 
phases of occupation and the radiocarbon dates provide the first conclusive dating for the destruction 
of the site. We also aimed to train our undergraduate, graduate and staff members of the Department of 
Archaeology, Hazara University, Mansehra – Pakistan in the latest excavation and recording techniques. 

Thus, purpose of this paper is to share the results of first season (January – February 2013) including 
finding of coins and seal and to highlight late Kushana history with some new interpretations.

Badshah Sardar
Buddha Life Events as Depicted in Nimogram Buddhist Artefacts of District 
Swat, Pakistan

The Buddhist remains of Nimogram situated on the right bank of the river Swat, in district Swat, 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province of Pakistan. The two seasons of excavation in 1967 & 1968, brought to light 
three main stupas, a courtyard of 56 votive stupas and a monastery adjoining to stupa’s courtyard. The site 
is significant not just for the number of monuments and finds recorded there, but because of the discovery 
of three stupas in one row.  The excavation produced a wide range of cultural materials i.e. 467 stone sculp-
tures, 43 stucco pieces, 05 copper coins and 02 relic caskets, most of these artefacts have been dumped in 
the reserve collection of the Swat Museum. 

This is potentially the most important Buddhist site after Butkara I, Saidu Stupa, Butkara III and 
Shnaisha Gumbat in the Swat valley. This is for the first time that such a huge collection of sculptures and 
other objects have been discovered at a single site, making Nimogram an important site in the context of 
the valley as a whole. The discovery of a five coins of the Kushano-Sasanian period has enabled scholars to 
date foundation between 2nd and 3rd centuries AD.

The discovered artefacts were neither studied scientifically nor documented properly, only a preli-
minary report published by the Department of Archaeology & Museums Government of Pakistan in 1968 
(Pakistan Archaeology, vol. 5, 1968: 116). Recently the antiquities of Nimogram have been documented by 
Dr. Joan A. Raducha. She has established a website (http://digital.library.wisc.edu/1711.dl/Arts.Nimogram) 
over the artefacts of Nimogram. Her monumental research work has served a dictionary-like function for 
this paper. However a well-illustrated, comprehensive catalogue remains an urgent requirement.

This paper discusses and illustrates few selected pieces (29 in number) of the entire Nimogram 
collection. The narrative stone friezes, panels and reliefs, depict the Buddha life events, fall within the 
scope of this paper. The remaining artefacts are beyond the scope of the paper and have been catalogued 
and documented in a monograph that will be published shortly. 
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Heidrun Schenk
Reflections on early Indian Ocean exchange in the light of the pottery 
sequence from Tissamahamara Citadel 

Quite a few find groups evidence maritime exchange in the Indian Ocean. Pottery provides chrono-
logical parameter. Although desired goods in ancient times were plants endemic in Southeast Asia, the 
Periplus does not describe the eastern region of the Indian Ocean. South Asian merchants had apparently 
acted as middlemen. Chinese sources of the same time, however, seem to report of commercial activities 
since 2nd century BCE.

This early, it is “Rouletted Ware” which tracks eastern and western Indian Ocean shipping routes of 
2nd century BCE. According to Tissamaharama, it belongs to North Indian ceramic group, of which the 
earliest type came to the Citadel in the 5th/4th century BCE. A major transport way established along 
the Coromandel Coast towards the southern tip of the subcontinent. Starting in the 3rd century BCE new 
types, among them “Rouletted Ware”, arrived at the citadel. All specimens of this group discovered at 
Western and Southeast Asian sites belong to the last modifications of the 2nd century BCE. They were sent 
abroad jointly with the southern-made imitation of “Rouletted Ware”. Different to the pattern given by 
the Periplus in Roman times, the South was at that time the major trans-shipment centre of the goods 
from the West and the East. 

Material analysis differentiating between northern prototype and regional imitated “coarse Rouletted 
Ware” would substantiate this. As would further studies of common utilitarian forms –so far only identified 
at western port sites. It is this pottery that could define which ports of call where relevant at times. 

At the time of the Periplus, the ports of Western India also were well settled in business. Ceramics 
like Roman amphorae and glazed pots from Mesopotamia arrive, according to Tissamaharama, already 
at Parthian times. 

Pottery from the East was not known in South Asia so far prior to the arrival of Tang period ceramics. 
A group of distinct fragments identified at the citadel could recently be matched to pottery from the 
Southeast Asian mainland. They must have arrived at least in the 4th/5th century CE.

Ifqut Shaheen
Popularization of Indian archaeology: origin of the concept and its 
practice- The formative phase

Indian archaeology emerged during the British rule and made a speedy progress from a nascent state 
to the full maturity. Its long history may be divided into different periods based on phenomenal transfor-
mations both at practical and ideational levels. Its organization and administration also underwent great 
changes. It is in this context that the study of new ideas and concepts garners special importance for the 
better understanding of Indian archaeology and its development. 

A number of scholars such as Dilip Chakrabarti, Upinder Singh, Himanshu Ray, Allchin, Nayanjot 
Lahiri etc. have investigated the field extensively. However, many interesting issues are yet to be explored, 
analyzed and subjected to criticism. One of them is the origin and development of the concept and practice 
of popularization of archaeology. 

Disjointed, and so negligible, examples of popularizing Indian archaeology can be found throughout 
its history as some indigenous literary persons made archaeological things as themes of their novels. The 
concept and establishment of museums per se might be taken as a step in this respect. However, a fully 
developed idea of popularization of archaeology was the brainchild of Sir Mortimer Wheeler. He devised 
a well-panned scheme for popularizing Indian archaeology and the first step was taken in this regard by 
writing essays in popular English in the newly started journal named Ancient India. 

This study focuses on the idea and practice of popularization of scientific knowledge for the purpose 
of disseminating such knowledge to the non-specialists. The case study is Wheeler’s and his associates’ 
experience in this field which is termed as the ‘formative phase’ while Pakistan and India inherited this 
legacy making understandably latter phases.

This ‘formative phase’ of popularization of Indian archaeology and the rationale behind it is the subject 
matter of this paper within the framework of different theoretical approaches – the traditional and new ones 
– to popularization. It, therefore, will bring to the fore its strengths and weaknesses. Moreover, it will throw 
light on reciprocal contributions of the science of archaeology and the popularization of its knowledge.  
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Vasant Shinde
Geophysical Studies and Fresh Limited Excavation at Rakhigarhi: the 
Largest Harappan Metropolis in the Ghaggar Basin

Rakhigarhi is located in the centre of the Ghaggar-Hakra Basin, in the Narnaund Tehsil, Hisar District, 
Haryana. The site was excavated for three seasons by the Archaeological Survey of India towards the end 
of the previous century, but due to lack of detailed report, its cultural sequence and significance is yet to 
understand. Deccan College has initiated renewed research at the site with a view to understanding its 
total extend, various activity areas, cultural sequence and socio-economic organizations of the Harappan 
culture. An intensive and extensive investigation of the surface of the site and systematic sampling was 
carried out at the site in previous two seasons with the help of Total Station, GPR and Resistivity Survey. 
In order to calculate total area of the site sections of the freshly dug wells in and around Rakhigarhi were 
thoroughly examined. Previous work carried out at the site by the Archaeological Survey of India had 
confirmed the presence to seven localities at Rakhigarhi termed as RGR 1 to 7. Fresh survey brought to 
notice for the first time two new localities (RGR-8 and 9). The total area of the site calculated thus far comes 
in the range of 350 ha, thus indicating that this is the biggest Harappan site in the Indian Subcontinent, 
bigger than the site of Mohenjo daro, which was thought to be the biggest so far.

This year (2013-43) we have initiated limited excavation at the site mainly to understand complete 
cultural and ceramic sequence of the site and obtain fresh Carbon 14 dates. This presentation will highlight 
the results of the fresh exploration and excavation that is undertaken at the Harappan site of Rakhigarhi. 
This will be a major International Research project aimed at the scientific study of the Harappan remains, 
develop the site from tourism point of view and run field training camp from next year.

Jo Shoebridge
Far and wide across the Indian Ocean: An analytical investigation into 
distribution networks across the Indian Ocean and beyond

The South Asian ceramics Arikamedu Type 1 (also known as Rouletted Ware) and Arikamedu Type 10 
demonstrate a range of unique features which, following interpretation, will aid the reconstruction of Early 
Historic networks of contact across and beyond the Indian Ocean. These ceramics were originally recorded by 
Sir Mortimer Wheeler in 1945 (Wheeler et al: 1946) during his excavations at Arikamedu on the Coromandel 
Coast, South India, and can demonstrate a widespread spatial and extensive chronological distribution.

Arikamedu Type 1 and Arikamedu Type 10 have primarily been recovered at sites along the east Indian 
coast and also on the island of Sri Lanka (Coningham et al 2006:133), but documented find spots break 
through this geographical parameter with evidence provided by recordings in south east Asia (for example 
Bellwood 2007: 293, Glover 1998: 103) and Africa (for example Tomber & Begley 2000: 152). 

Previous research, including Thin Section Analysis (Krishnan & Coningham 1997) and also ICP-AES 
analysis (Ford et al. 2005), questioned the provenance of clay used in the manufacture of these ceramics. 
However, these investigations have been unsuccessful due to the geological consistency of peninsula India 
and Sri Lanka. This paper will investigate these ceramics through the utilisation of data gained from an analy-
tical methodology which addresses this situation through the development of an image analysis technique 
as opposed to elementary analysis. It will examine the research to date using this method and the viability 
of this approach and this will be followed by a discussion on the future research planned using this method.  
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Daniela De Simone
Mauryan Pāṭaliputra: An Archaeological Assessment of the Structural 
Remains

Pāṭaliputra, seat of the Mauryan dynasty and capital of the first Indian empire, still offers no conclusive 
evidence about its plan, and about the location of its monuments and buildings (either secular or religious). 
What we know about the structure of the city is mostly based on not-so reliable literary sources, and on 
dated and/or often inaccurate and confused archaeological data. 

This paper focuses on the Mauryan structural remains emerged in the course of the excavations 
conducted in the colonial era and the post-Independence period, when long stretches of wooden structures, 
mainly sections of a wooden wall and of what appears to be drains, were unearthed at different sites around 
modern Patna, and evidence of a stone building was recovered in a suburb of the city. 

A clear map of the structural findings was never produced, and this is what this paper intends to 
partially achieve. Parts of the northern limits of Mauryan Pāṭaliputra are outlined by tracing sections of 
the wooden wall and its drains, of which remains were also found south of the wall, thus contradicting the 
assumption that the Ganges swept away most of the ancient city. Ramp-like structures and wooden pillars 
suggesting the presence of gates were also identified at a couple of sites around Patna. The location of the 
stone structure south of the wooden wall would, most likely, confirm the supposition that the pavilion was 
part of a royal compound probably comprising several buildings enclosed within fortified walls. 

The structures analysed are to date the only examples of Mauryan secular architecture. Investigations 
of Mauryan sites are, in fact, limited to religious areas where the presence of stūpas and, mostly signifi-
cantly, Aśokan pillars points to an early historical date. Although the Mauryan age was a time when cities 
flourished and the first urban elite emerged, the Mauryan phase has unfortunately never been observed 
horizontally in any of the excavated ancient urban areas. We have, in fact, almost no clue of what a Mauryan 
city looked like, let alone its capital. This paper also intends to shed some light on the issue.

Ravindra N. Singh, A.K.Pandey, D.P.Singh, A. Sharan, N. Parmar, V. Pawar & V. Pandey
Recent Excavations at Ganeshwar, District Sikar, Rajasthan, India

The site of Ganeshwar was first discovered in late 1977 when archaeologists from the Rajasthan State 
Department of Archaeology examined the “Neem Ka Thana Treasury Horad” (Agrawala, 1978, 1982). In 
the subsequent excavations of the site of Ganeshwar, over 1000 copper implements have been documented 
in association with the characteristic the Ganeshwar-Jodhpura Cultural Complex Ceramic assemblages 
(1982, 1984, 1988, and 1989). These four reports of the excavations at Ganeshwar in IAR provide the initial 
periodization including excavations at Galvashram, the area around the Ashram southeast of the main site 
(1989). Earlier excavation revealed three main periods at Ganeshwar: Period I-Mesolithic/Late Stone Age, 
Period II-Chalcolithic (with two phase) and Period III-Iron Age. However, Rima Hooja and Kumar (1997) 
have described three phases in Period I & II. Uzma Rizvi (2007) has surveyed the area extensively and 
submitted her report in the form of a thesis in the University of Pennsylvania.

During field season 2012-2013 the archaeologist of the Banaras Hindu University in collaboration 
with State Archaeology, Rajasthan, Deccan College, Pune and M.D. University, Rohtak conducted a small 
scale excavation to re-assess the cultural materials of Period I (microlithic industry and charred bone) and 
Period II (with microliths and copper implements). The prime objective of excavation was to establish the 
cultural sequence, obtain datable material for Radiometric dating (AMS), collect archaeobotanical and 
archaeozoological materials and to collect soil samples for phytolith study and OSL dating. One would 
expect Period I of Ganeshwar was to be a food producing in some way because otherwise it would be case 
of jump from the hunter gathering stage of Period I to the effective metallurgy of Period II especially in 
view of the fact that at similar level at Bagor we have evidence of sheep, goat and cattle domestication. 
Further, we have no Radiocarbon dates from the Ganeshwar. Its chronology has been fixed on the dates 
from Jodhpura and Bagor. 
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Sutapa Sinha
Art and architecture of the Faruqis of Burhanpur: A preliminary study

Burhanpur, the capital city of the Faruqi Sultans of Khandesh (in Deccan, India) was founded around 
1400 AD on the bank of Tapti River. It prospered under the patronage of the Faruqi rulers who held their 
sway over Khandesh till Emperor Akbar annexed it to his kingdom in 1600 AD. 

The fortified city of Burhanpur and its outskirts is dotted with numerous religious and secular archi-
tectures of the Faruqis as well as the Mughals which developed with a distinctive architectural idiom from 
fifteenth through early eighteenth centuries and although politically sandwiched between the kingdoms 
of Malwa, Gujarat, Bijapur, Berar and Ahmednagar it retained its individuality. Yet unlike other provincial 
kingdoms of Deccan, the art and architecture of Burhanpur received scant attention from the scholars for 
some unknown reason. Earlier scholars on Indian architecture like Fergusson and Havell failed to notice 
the architectural wealth of Burhanpur while Percy Brown merely devoted half a page to architecture of 
Khandesh. In the works of modern scholars like R. Nath, Cathrine B. Asher and others, Burhanpur receives 
fleeting mention. 

A fascinating architectural complex of Burhanpur is the Royal Fort right on the bank of Tapti with 
a few ruins of the Faruqi period and mostly of Mughal period. The only extant monument in it is a royal 
Hammam (bath) exquisitely decorated with rich colorful frescoes painted on the walls and groined ceiling 
of the main chamber. Among other monuments of Faruqi period in the city, Bibi ka Masjid, Jami Masjid, 
tombs of Adil Shah and Nadir Shah deserves special mention for their architectural beauty. Tombs of 
Begum Shuja and Subahdar Shah Nawaz Khan embellished with delicately painted frescoes are typical 
examples of the Khaneshi architecture of the Mughal period. Secular architectures like gateways, Sarais 
and hammams with distinctive architectural idiom are also found in Burhanpur.

The present paper aims to bring before the scholars the preliminary result of an archaeological recon-
naissance conducted by the author in Burhanpur recently, especially its architectural heritage and wall 
paintings which have so far received little or no attention. 

Monica L. Smith & Rabindra Kumar Mohanty
Archaeological Research at the Early Historic- Town of Talapada, Odisha 
State, India

The twenty-five hectare walled settlement of Talapada was first discovered in 2011 through a combi-
nation of field reconnaissance and the use of Google Earth imagery. Located 40 kilometres south of the 
contemporaneous ancient city of Sisupalgarh, the town-sized site of Talapada provides the opportunity to 
evaluate urban-hinterland dynamics in the Early Historic period. Intensive research began in 2013 with 
excavations and geophysical survey within and around Talapada’s ramparts. 

Talapada is similar to Sisupalgarh in many ways, having a square rampart and gateways that represent 
a small-scale copy of Sisupalgarh’s formal outline, along with a number of reservoirs inside the settlement. 
Geophysical survey also indicates that Talapada’s gateways supported an upper architecture of embel-
lishment at the points of entry. Investigations in 2013 and planned for 2014 reveal that within areas of 
household activities, Talapada has the same material culture repertoire as Sisupalgarh and an identical 
corpus of ceramics and non-local items of domestic use such as sandstone pestles. Like Sisupalgarh, 
Talapada has a small number of regionally-traded ceramics such as Rouletted Ware and knobbed ware.  

Although very similar to the ancient city of Sisupalgarh in many ways, Talapada also contains some 
significant differences that illustrate the way in which the settlement’s inhabitants had a way of life that 
was distinct from urban patterns. For example, large storage vessels are more common at Talapada, 
indicating the greater direct control of stored food compared to the daily experience of provisioning in 
the city. Architectural styles appear to have been distinct at Talapada with perhaps a higher percentage of 
organic structures compared to the brick and stone architecture of Sisupalgarh. There is evidence for some 
types of decorative objects that are known only at Talapada, such as a lead earspool whereas such finds 
were always of terracotta at Sisupalgarh. One final important distinction is that the area within Talapada’s 
formal perimeter does not appear to be have been fully occupied, unlike Sisupalgarh where very dense 
settlement was evident throughout the interior of the rampart.
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Doris Meth Srinivasan
Fancy footwork: Travels of two Gandharan furniture legs 

Gandharan art demarcates the space around royals and Buddhist saviours to emphasize their 
exaltedness. Whereas the art of Mathura placed such personages on an undecorated dais, perhaps covered 
with kusa grass, Gandharan thrones, taborets and the Buddha’s bedstead received embellishments. These 
furnishings, it can be shown, were probably based on actual wooden furniture available in the northern 
regions before and during the Kusana Period.

Gandharan reliefs reflect the existence of two local crafts: textile weaving and designs, and 
woodcarving. While the textile industry was locally inspired, wooden furniture could incorporate, when 
needed, foreign designs.

This paper traces the source of two ornate furniture legs noticeable on thrones and the bedstead of 
the Buddha at his Parinirvana. Both designs come from the Greco- Roman sphere. Their travels eastward 
can be traced - step by step - from the Classical World to Bactria and then to Gandhara. It may also be that 
one of these designs permutated into a fanciful rendering found in Kyzil, because it shows vestiges of earlier 
Bactrian and Gandharan forms. 

Razia Sultana
Durranis’ Rule at Peshawar: A Cultural Profile

The rise of Durrani Empire at the political scene of west Asia was a unique development by the turn 
of 18th century, in the sense that no such incidents, except a brief episode of Hotaki dynasty, come across 
in the history of Afghans. Prior to it, Afghanistan used to be partly ruled by Safavid Persia in the west, 
Mughal India in the East and Qarakhanid Turks in the North. It was the decline of these respective empires 
that created a space for the emergence of the Durranis Empire. In that sense the notion of modern Afgha-
nistan is traced to this historic period. 

The founder of Durrani Empire Ahmad Shah Durrani was a good combination of warrior and political 
leader who not only undertook series of successful conquests in India, Persia and Central Asia but also 
laid down foundation of an Afghan empire which though disintegrated in first quarter of 19th century but 
Afghanistan as a political entity continued its journey and the ruling dynasty also remained in power only 
shifting the rein of power from one house to the other of the same line of ancestry. 

Among the Durrani military ventures their Eastern conquests were outstanding and rewarding in 
terms of monetary benefits and political influence. In this connection Peshawar as a border city on the 
Easter border of the empire was at the center stage politically, strategically and culturally. The valley of 
Peshawar was a strategic springboard and also contributed in terms of man power to all major military 
campaigns against the Mughal rulers in India. Besides, Peshawar valley used to be occupied by the Durrani 
rulers as winter capital which enhanced its political clout. 

Having said that it gives an impression that Durrani Empire was a Conquest Empire only, but Peshawar 
was a cultural hub of the empire. During Durrani period architectural and prose/poetical contributions 
of Peshawar were worth-mentioning especially rise in female literacy rate was a unique feature. As west 
and south Asia was deeply influenced by the Durranis’ empire specially Peshawar being at the center stage 
this paper will explore the cultural profile of Peshawar valley which has hardly been touched upon before.  
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Francesca Tagliatesta
Some Remarks about the Motif of two-headed Eagle at Sirkap Stûpa 
(Taxila)

The iconography of the double eagle, located in the Buddhist monument of Sirkap-Taxila allows to 
study a pattern of diffusion in the Asian cultures: the two-headed eagle, synthetic variant of the two eagles, 
attested in the reliefs of the kings of the Hellenistic Commagene and of the Armenia, and going back to the 
solar and regal values of an emblem of the Achaemenid sovereignty and of subsequent conceptions of the 
Iranian kingship (Parthian and Sassanid).

His durable presence within the Iranian traditions, and for the Kushanas as well, reconfirms the high 
value attributed to this bird, such as to similar birds of prey (falcon and griffin) who are the protagonists of 
mythical events and epics related to heroic qualities. 

It leads to question about the reasons for its appearance in a Buddhist temple.
Certainly many factors must have played a preponderant role: the atavistic aspect of the nomadic 

origins of the Kushanas, and the role of guiding animals and totemic animals, common to many cultures 
of the steppes; to which adding an element of Achaemenian continuity that must have inspired the Kushan 
royal ideology, due to the fact that their kingdom extended over the old provinces of the Achaemenian 
empire (as the Gandhara, the Arachosia, the Sind). It is also worth noticing the widespread Indo-Buddhist 
mythology of fabulous birds, like the two eagles (in the Rgveda) or Garuda, and the Zoroastrian mythology 
of birds that gave rise to the fantastic pattern of Simorg, a very popular topic in the Iranian literatures. 

There are many points of views to study this relief of two-headed eagle, being an artistic device easily 
recognizable by a lot of ethnic and cultural subjects. And settled in a place of worship (a stupa) belonging 
to the Buddhism, a religion which had a large increase and diffusion in this time, thanks to generous 
donations from merchants and goods that circulated in a vast area of trading with the West Roman Empire 
and China.

The persistence of this motif through the centuries, from antiquity to Eastern Middle Ages, was 
such as to promote the spread westward, as demonstrated by Byzantine studies, attesting its presence in 
Anatolia, during its progressive Turcification under the Seljuks, a people moving from the Central Asian 
areas of the Iranians and Kushanas, and bringing an ancient and composite heritage of culture, traditions 
and iconography.
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Tadashi Tanabe
A Study on a newly-found Triton image from Gandhara

Among the corpus of Gandharan sculpture there are reliefs which represent Triton en face holding an 
oar or blowing a conch in the manner of tritons in Greek, Hellenistic and Roman art.

However, a new type of Triton is depicted in a Gandharan relief now in the possession of a Japanese 
private collector in Tokyo. It is also depicted en face but it is winged and shoulders a dolphin. Such a remar-
kable type of Triton, to the best of my knowledge, is not attested in Greek, Hellenistic or Roman art, nor in 
Indo-Greek and Kushan coins where a Triton or a marine deity holding a dolphin and oar (staff) is struck. 

However, exactly the same type of Triton is depicted on several gold plaques excavated from Tillya-tepe 
in northern Afghanistan dating from the first half of the first century AD. Gold artifacts excavated from 
this burial mound show strong artistic influence from Sarmatian art. Therefore, the origin of the winged 
Triton shouldering a dolphin might be found in the Sarmatian homeland, i.e., northern Black Sea coast and 
northern Caucasus. 

What is more, the Triton and the dolphin are regarded as symbols of water and sea and psychopomp 
(escort of the dead) in Greek, Hellenistic and Roman art. These functions and symbolic meanings were 
transmitted to Gandhara, and consequently the new type of winged Triton shouldering a dolphin was 
adopted to symbolize the Buddhist Celestial World that the Gandharan Buddhist wished to reach after 
death crossing the Great Ocean lying between Jambudvipa and the Mount Sumeru. 

Lastly, this new type of Triton became the model of a unique male figure shouldering a dolphin, that is 
depicted emerging from the lotus-pond above which the Preaching Buddha (Amitabha or Shakyamuni) is 
seated on a Lotus Throne surrounded by many bodhisattvas such as in the Muhammad Nari stele, Lahore 
Museum, No.1135. 

In conclusion, the new type of Gandharan Triton is exactly the intermediate link between the 
Tillya-tepe Triton and that of the Muhammad Nari stele. 

Massimo Vidale, Roberto Micheli, Luca Maria Olivieri & Muhammad Zahir
New radiocarbon dates and the chronology of protohistorical graves of 
Swat Valley: the latest evidence from Gogdara IV and Udegram (Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan)

The late protohistory of Northern Pakistan is known from numerous graveyards and some associated 
settlements discovered between the Peshawar plain and the Chitral and Indus valleys. Such finds enabled 
to draw an outline of the period between the late Bronze Age and the Iron Age. On the basis of the available 
data, all sites can be grouped into a complex subdivided into three chronological phases presenting common 
funerary practices, which vary in time between 1400 and 400-300 BCE and count simple inhumation, 
secondary burial with fractional recollection of the skeletal remains, and cremation. Nevertheless, the 
chronology of such phases is yet to be defined and many social and economic aspects are still to be under-
stood, although patterns in the mortuary systems and their interpretations have been widely discussed. 
In fact, little attention was paid in the past to the stratigraphic formation processes and the taphonomic 
evidence revealed by burials and by the post-depositional displacement of human bones and vessels in the 
grave fillings. Besides, in many cases there was little or no information available on the original surfaces of 
the graveyards and the possible existence of emerging grave architecture. 

In the frame of the ”ACT (Archaeology, Community, Tourism) Field School” project, a series of test 
trenches in new burial sites was carried out between 2011 and 2012 at Gogdara IV and Udegram in the 
middle Swat Valley in order to improve our knowledge of many important cultural and chronological 
aspects of the protohistory of northern areas. The data collected there was conspicuous, presenting many 
new information on offering objects and grave-goods, reopening of the graves and reburial practices, 
taphonomy, stratigraphic sequence, and, lastly, chronological evidence.

Thanks to such excavations many new C14 dates are now available and may help to reconsider the 
previous chronological framework of protohistorical graves of Swat Valley. Two main phases of funerary 
use are chronologically well attested, and such evidence allows a rearrangement of old data, offering a new 
starting point for the study of protohistorical phases in Swat Valley and neighbouring regions.
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Natalia Vinogradova
The farming tribes in South-West Tadjikistan in the Middle and Late 
Bronze Age (new discoveries)

1. In this paper I will discuss new discoveries of archaeological monuments on the territory of  
 South-West Tadjikistan in the Middle and Late Bronze Age. South-West Tadjikistan is part of  
 Bactria historical cultural region and it is its peripheral north-eastern region. At present only  
 within the limits of “unified Bactria” it is possible to give their historical interpretation.

2. Early Bronze Age sites have not been discovered in South-West Tadjikistan so far. Separate
  random finds of the Middle Bronze – early Late Bronze periods and archaeological research  
 at valleys of Parkhar and Kulyab – in the basin of the Kyzylsu (the graveyards of Gelot, Darnaichi,
 Parkhar - not far from theAfghan border) proved that the numerous monuments of this period  
 can be discovered on the territory of South Tadjikistan. 

3. The materials excavated in the farming burial ground of Gelot, especially a stone statuette from  
 rich grave №2 belonging to the early Sapalli culture, a civilization which developed there in the  
 late third – early second millennium. B.C. combined in its culture Mesopotamian and Elamite  
 models with local Bactrian traditions. 

4. In the Late Bronze Age (the middle - second half of the II mill. B.C.) This region becomes the zone 
 of contact of three large historical cultural communities which differ from their provenance.  
 Ancient monuments of farming population representing the Sapalli culture as well as monuments 
 of the steppe Bronze of the Beshkent-Vaksh and Andronovo cultures are indicative in this respect. 
 In Tajikistan and Uzbekistan the steppe tribes played an important role as intermediaries between 
 the farming people and the Andronovo groups of Kazakhstan. 

5. The settling of the farming tribes in South-West Tadjikistan, in the Middle and Late bronze Age  
 was of oasis type: the settlements were built in proximity of rivers and in the mountain valleys.  
 The archaeological materials make it possible to single out three of these oasis:
 1.  the Hissar valley; 
 2.  valleys in the middle current of the river Vakhsh, in the area of the Nurek artificial lake 
  and in the upper reaches of the river Tairsu; 
 3.  valleys of Parkhar and Kulyab – in the basin of the Kyzylsu.

6. We should unite archaeological settled farming complexes of the south of Central Asia, North- 
 Eastern Iran and North Afghanistan and consider them a cultural notion which can be called the 
 Bactria historical cultural community. 
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Hans-Joachim Weisshaar
The Foundation of the Citadel at Tissamaharama, Sri Lanka

The chronicle Mahavamsa reports that in the middle of the 1st millenium BC Prince Vijaya and a 
large group of followers arrived from northern India on the island of Sri Lanka. They built urban towns on 
the island similar to the fortified cities of the “second urbanisation” on the mainland. 

Unfortunately the chronicle does not tell us, what the island looked like prior to the arrival of the 
newcomers. One could have the imagination that it was uninhabited save of groups of vagrant Vedda 
communities, living in the jungle. 

Of course we know today that the land was not uninhabited. When Prince Vijaya set foot on the island, 
he found rural settlements scattered all over the island. The settlers had already close connections with 
South India across the Palk Street. They used the same pottery (Black-and-Red Ware) as in Tamil Nadu or 
Kerala, they used the same glass beads for jewellery and imported carnelian from the mainland. And they 
followed similar customs when they buried their dead in megalithic cemeteries. 

Tissamaharama is the southernmost city of this development. Most if not all newly built towns had 
rural predecessors. And the step from rural settlement to urban town is visible in the excavation trenches 
on the Citadel. The oldest traces of inhabitation on the settlement mound belong to a village with small 
wooden structures at the end of the 5th century BC. From these buildings only the postholes with regular 
intervals had survived. The earliest urban layers date to around 400 BC, although the Mahavamsa suggests, 
that Mahagama, ancient Tissamaharama, was founded by king Mahanaga a century and a half later. 

These new settlement structures needed communal efforts and authority to organize the labour. The 
new settlers provided the skills and the authority. They had iron tools and horses that were unfamiliar in a 
tropical South Asian environment. The towns were planned with central streets, open courts, and drainage 
channels. They had living quarters, craftsmen’s places and surrounding ramparts. 

Carolyn Woodford Schmidt
Maitreya Imagery in Ancient Greater Gandhāra: 
Morphologies and Patterns of Association

Remarkably diverse and rich in sculptured imagery, the Buddhist tradition of ancient greater Gandhāra 
continues, after more than a century of study, to present enthralling questions for researchers.  The importance 
of Maitreya as a bodhisattva and the next mortal (mānuṣi) Buddha to this tradition, however, is unquestioned.  
From approximately the early first through the fourth centuries of the Common Era, Buddhist communities 
developed a number of unique conventions for bodhisattvas. With focus on the primary individualizing charac-
teristics of headdresses and hairstyles, these images may be classed typologically for research purposes as 
the Siddhārtha-Avalokiteśvara-Padmapāṇi-type and the brāhmaṇa-Maitreya-type.  The term brāhmaṇa-Mai-
treya-type is used due to the possibility that some of the images may represent bodhisattvas other than Maitreya.  
The brāhmaṇa-Maitreya-type is distinguished by a kuṇḍikā or mendicant’s flask, held in the proper left hand, 
and a shoulder-length hairstyle fashioned with the tresses on top of the head drawn-up, wrapped or knotted, and 
secured in a chignon, generally referred to as a jaṭāmukuṭa (matted-locks crown).  

A synopsis of information from recent studies focused on Maitreya imagery clearly establishes the impor-
tance of jaṭāmukuṭa conventions as primary distinguishing characteristics.  Four jaṭāmukuṭa conventions were 
used during the Kushan era for brāhmaṇa-Maitreya-type images: a double loop, a rondure or uṣṇīṣa-like bun, 
a kaparda (treśes spiraling upward like the top of a shell), and a square knot (nodus herculeus).  The two styles 
found in the earliest phases of development, the double loop and uṣṇīṣa-like bun, were continued into to later 
phases.  This repertoire was expanded during the second century to include the two additional conventions, 
the square knot and the kaparda.  In addition to site-specific preferences, these jaṭāmukuṭa conventions show 
morphological changes over time, although the precise reasons for the introduction and the continued use of 
various types remains unclear.  For Maitreya, who played a major role in the well-established schools from their 
earliest beginnings as well as in developing Mahāyāna traditions, analyses of these characteristics and their 
changes will undoubtedly produce increased accuracy in the interpretation of the imagery.  
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Rita Wright & Joseph Schuldenrein
Urbanism, ecologies and climate factors 

A revival of issues of climate change and its impact on the Indus civilization has been widely cited. 
These issues incorporate both data and proxies for global change, and include climatological data compiled 
from remote sensing, mapping and limited coring. Taken together these data sets have been drawn upon 
to account for the drop off in settlements and sites. The diminished number of settlements in the Late 
Harappan have been noted in the Beas project, reported in Rafique Mughal’s Cholistan data and elsewhere. 
Interpretations of the scope, timing, and range of newly structured climatic models have encouraged 
paleo-climatologists to promote a “climate forcing” mechanism to account for changes in settlement 
geography. While climatologists view climate change as an environmental disaster that led to the end of 
the Indus civilization, archaeologists point to historical contingencies, the resilience of past societies, and 
closer readings of the environmental diversity of the civilization. More thorough understanding of regional 
adaptive strategies, variability in Harappan polities, socio-economic and organizational differences, and 
even regional geographies mitigate against a simple cause. 

At a workshop, Urbanism, Ecologies and Climate Factors, organized at the Society for American 
Archaeology in spring 2013, colleagues working in several regions of the Indus presented their results of 
local impacts related to climate change and geomorphological variability. New methods currently being 
employed throughout the Indus and comparisons of those results will establish a better integrated history 
of how the Harappans dealt with change in diverse ecologies. A classic example of the potential misuse of 
paleo-ecological data is stable isotope analyses. Such studies inform on the range of plant foods available 
to particular human groups. When sampled at archaeological sites, however, samples may represent not 
only what was available for consumption but also what foodstuffs were selected by populations. Thus the 
human filter cannot be ignored when invoking overarching explanations of climatic causality. Whether 
or not other researchers will confirm similar caveats to those we have proposed from our Beas Regional 
Survey, we propose that a broad-based comparative study of the Indus with all of its diversity will yield 
more reliable results than those based on the macro-views attributed to a single cause. 

Macro-views of history present snapshots of reactions to climate change and fail to convince their 
claims. Archaeological evidence cannot be overlooked when promoting comprehensive models for human 
ecological dynamics that is missing from the climatological project.
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